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INTRODUCTION
This study is a survey ot the coprophilous Ascomycetes of Utah.
In it are included analyses of collections
ot fungi taken from animal

dung from approximately

thirty

different

scattered

areas

throughout

were taken includes
Box
the state.
Counties from which collections
Elder, Summit, Wasatch, Utah, Sevier, Millard, San Pete, Wayne, Gar-

Kane and San Juan.

field,

none of these

areas

With the possible

was studied

taken from two counties,

extensively.

Teton and Valley,

exception

Collections

of Utah County,
were also

and one, Santa

in Idaho,

Cruz, in Arizona.
The Class Asoomyceteae is a major taxon of the group of plants
commonly known as the fungi.
the production

coprophilous

of spores

within

a sac-like

Ascomycetes are those

tum composed of the excrement
to a habitat

confined

The Ascomycetes are so named because

of this

type.

into

and the Euascomycetes.

two groups is based upon the presence

ascocarp

during

the Euascomycetes

species

will

the process

were found from this

be confined
into

he regards

as an intermediate

and Discomycetes.

three

natural

Alexopoulos

They are differentiated
and the arrangement

Plectomyoetea

latter

olate aseocarp called
arranged in a distinct

within

within

the

between these

or absence of a fruiting

body or

This body is present

The Euascomycetes

the Plectomycetes,

these groups

of the structure
or upon it.

a more or leas

in

Since no

the subsequent

taxon between a Sub-Class

discussion

are further

Pyrenomycetes
Series

which

and an Order.

of the ascocarp

The asoi

spherical,

of the

nonosti-

The pyrenomycetes have asci
known as a hymenium, within the ascooro;p.

a cleistothecium.
layer,

Differentiation

(1952) calls

on the basis

are scattered

The

not necessarily

two major Sub-Classes,

group,

groups,

of the asci

an ascus.

in the Protoascomycetes.

to the Euascomycetes.

subdivided

although

of sporulation.

but is lucking

called

found growing upon or in a substra-

of animals,

The Asoomycetes are divided

Protoascomycetes

cell

of

1

2

Superficially,

the fruiting

body of the Pyrenomycetes

semble those of the Plectomycetes.

the Pyrenomycete

ed

a perithecium.

tinct

hymenial

or saucer-shaped

viously

ascooarp

layer

states.

upon the same piece

single

report.

an analyses

areas

thorough

contributed
iales

knowledge

species

of several

Although

of subsequent

studies

These are all

of the author,

there

Disoomyeetes.

found on other

specifically

to

collections

from many sepa-

Cain (1934),
available

in his earlier

tax-

study of the

in his report,

studies

in a

with this

lacks a

it

(1957) has

a.t this

study ot the coprophilous

Sphaer-

publication.

from the Hudson Bay area are found

confined

to the Pyrenomycetes.

are no previous

substrata.

in most general

a monographio

region.

regional

years

no collections

and Pyrenomycetes

dealing

Canada, are reported

of North America (1942) include

as those

reports

Statr1s a.re included

the only intensive

most

but have not included

are described

of any single

investigation

the coprophilous

including

0 roups may appear simultaseemed convenient to the author

(1901) published

of the United

in a dis-

Ascomyoetes have been limited

ot dung, it

of North America.

in the latter.

of the United States

of both the Discomycetes

Griffiths

The results

The results

pre-

of both of these

of Asoomycetes,

of Ontario,

have been reported

areas

Although ooprophilous

Sordariaoeae

Asoomycetes

or the Pyrenom.ycetes

Inasmuch as species

group are few.

cup..-

of coprophilous

the Discomycetes

onomic studies

of a more or less

from Utah.

Prior studies

to include

oup" portion

11

are arranged

To the knowledge of the author,

eously

time.

the

however,

call-

of the Discomyoetes

within

between the

More often,

ostiolate

re-

structure

of coprophilous

have been reported

rate

is a flask-shaped,

from many different

both.

of the asci.

body known as an apothecium.

Collections

of the western

either

The asei

so, di:t':ferentiation

lf

two is based upon the arrangement

may closely

Seaver's

publications

To the

limited

to

monograph of the Discomycetes

the ooprophilous

Discomycetes

as well

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Specimens of animal dung were collected

paper or plastic

containers

and labeled

they were taken and the origin

amination

of each collection

or the

were studied

ry to be cultured

pieces

Individual

in distilled

were placed

studied

dung.

condition

at a later

dung collections

date.

were cultured

water for approximately

in culture

dishes

A brief

placed

in

from which

microscopic

of the fungi.

ex-

at the time of col•

Others were stored

immediately.

and

with the locality

the condition

revealed

Those which bore fungi in good fruiting
lection

in the field,

in the laborato-

by soaking

a few small

one to two minutes.

These

over moistened. sphagnum. moss and filter

The cultures were then incubated at 20°c.under continuous
Mature fruiting
bodies usually began to appear in approximate-

paper.
light.

ly one week.

er for a period
oped.

varying

from four to six weeks as the cultures

of fifteen

diameters.

were mounted on a glass

glycerol,

crushed

under higher
the species

measuring

by applying

necessary

was obtained

at least

fifteen

markings were studied

Dennison (1962) gives

use of this

slide

magnification.

Information

to four days thereaft-

were made under a dissecting

Examinations

magnification

were made each three

Observations

reagent:

microscope

Asooearps

to be studied

in a ten percent

pressure

time.

to the ooverslip,

Spore-size

to twenty spores

in preparations

the following

stained

directions

using a
further

aqueous solution

for the identification

at this

devel-

and studied

and description

was determined

from each species.
with cotton

blue.

for the preparation

blue dye
.05 em.
acid
30.00 ml.
The dye is mixed with the acid and allowed to stand
tor an hour or longer.
The mixture is then filtered
to
of undissolved
dye before use.
A
remove any particles
small portion of the hymenium of a fresh or revived

cotton
lactic

3

of

of
by

Spore
and

4

specimen is crushed in the staining
solution and covered.
Gentle heating to just below the boiling point hastens the
staining.
The preparations
may be sealed with nail polish
and kept for some time but the asci and spores gradually
overstain.
One of the criteria

ot the order Pezizales
the asci

ed the

of certain

0

amyloid"

species

reaction.)

to the directions
given
distilled
water
chloral hydrate
potassium iodide
iodine

Melszer's

Semi-permanent

reagent

ml.

These were prepared

concentrations

with fingernail
tion

polish

and spores

of most of the species

slides

as follows:

of glycerol.

and labeled

with the species

for herbarium

according

were drawn using a camera

The slides

with the species

collections.

namet the collection

were

As the water evaporated

by solutions

number from which they were prepared.
The ascocarps were harvested and placed

to be preserved

substances

test.

gm.

from the mounting mediumt it was replaced

increasing

was used for this

gm.

1.5 gm.

microscope

of

(Thia is call-

and Vanbreussghem (1952).

by Langeron

5

in the tips

of iodine.

the following

by mixing

100
100

between the genera

which develops

in the presence

of the asci

Illustrations

preserved.

is the blue stain

was prepared

This reagent

lucida.

used in differentiating

of gradually

were then ringed

name and collec-

in small paper packets

The packets

number, date,

area

were labeled

from which

the collections
was taken and type of dung upon which it was found.
The packets were then attached to a herbarium sheet and entered in

the Brigham Young University
Herbarium.
followed
The system of classification

used by Cain (1934) for the Sphaeriales
the Pezizales.
Keya to the major taxa,

ed by the author
A glossary
and descriptions.

to genera

by the author

was that

and by Dennison (1962) for
and species

have been prepar-

and include only those species reported in this stuey.
of terms is included to aid in the use of the keys

PRESENTATION
OF DATA
l.

Aaci completely enclosed within an ascocarp which
lacks an organized hymenium, asci not exposed at
maturity and spores not discharged through an
series Plectomyceteae
ostiole •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
Order Pleotascales
P• 6

l.

Asci not completely enclosed within an ascocarp,
hymenium distinct,
exposed at maturity or spores
discharged through an oetiole ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2.(1)

2.(1)

Asci not exposed at maturity, ascocarp
more or less globose or flask-shaped
containing a pore or ostiole through
which the asoospores are discharged
at maturitY••••••••··•••••••••••Series
Pyrenomyceteae
Order Sphaeriales p.

2

7

Ascoearp discoid, or scutellate,
asci
produced in a distinct
hymenium which
is exposed at matur1ty ••••••••••••
Ser1es Discomyceteae
Order Pezizales p.46

5

6

Series

Plectomyceteae

A single

order,

Plectascales,

single

genus,

TriEterosEora,

Order Pleetascales
A

Tr1Qteros£ora

is represented.
is represented.

Cain

DESCRIPTION: Cleistothecia
superficial,
gregarious,
globose,
membranaceous to slightly
coriaceous,
peridium light olivaceous
to
brown, covered with hair-like
projections
or bare, lacking an ostiole;
a.sci 8-spored,
leaving spores
ate, 2-celled,

clavate, stipitate,
in irregular
fascicles,
evanescent,
in mass within ascoearp;
spores uniseriate
to biseridark olivaceous to brown or nearupper cell elliptical,

mary appendage

hyaline,

ly black,

smooth, with circular

TripterosEor~

apical

without

visible

erostrata

sparsely
suring

vate,

microns

covered

in dian1eter,

below toward a short,
broadly

broad,

stout

th~ a.sous,

flat,

long,

5-6 x 2-3

broadly

stipe;

elliptical

rounded apex slightly

x. 1.5-2

1

DISCUSSION: The hairy

aged spores

are important

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

globose,

septate

8-spored;

rapidly

10-11 x 6.5.7

microns,

biseriate

appendaged,

microns.

hairs,

broadly

rounded above,

apiculate,

primary

characteristics

l.

and the peculiarly

of!:,.

erostrata.

mea-

cla-

tapering

to irregularly

dung from the Kaiparowits

cleistothecium

I, figure

asci

or pri-

membra.naceous,

olivaceous,

spores

COLLECTIONS: H-211, on horse

Kane Co., Utah.

grebarious,

dark brown to black,

1000 x 4-5 microns;

36-44 x 11-14 microns,

ranged within

superficial,

with extremely

approximately

lower cell

contents.

Cain

DESCRIPTION; Cleistothecia

250-300

germ pore,

base

ar-

appendage
Plateau,
append-

7

Series

A single order,
Order Sphaeriales
l.
1.

Sphaeriales,

is represented.

Key to The Genera of The Order Sphaeriales

Spores unicellular,
or if more than one-celled,
one of the cells devoid of contents and classified as a primary appendage••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2

Spores containing

4

more than one cell •••••••••••••••••••••••••

2.(1)

Peritheoia

2.(1)

Peritheoia
associated
stroma •••••••••••••••••

not associated

;.(2)

Spores with an elongated

3.(2)

Spores lacking

with a stroma•••••••••••••••••

with a conspicuous
-•••••••••••••••••••••

HY:Roco:erap.16

germ slit•••••••••••••Coniochaeta

an elongated

3

germ slit•••••••••••••Sordar¼a

P• 8

pJ.9

4.(l)

Spores two-celled•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5

4_.(l)

Spores more than two-celled ••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••

6

5.(4) Spores enclosed
5.(4)

?yrenomyceteae

Dtlitschia

P• 9

Spores not enclosed within a gelatinous
sheath
but bearing an appendage at each end ••••••••• zuqepermella

p.43

6.(4)
6.(4)

within

a gelatinous

Spores with transverse

Spores containing

gi tudinal

septa

sheath ......

onlY••••••••••

both transverse

septa ••••••••••••••••••

and lon•

..s2orormia p.34

•.• •• • •• P!eoiahrafimia p.l 7

8

Coniochaeta

(Sacc.)

Traverso

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia.

immersed,

semi-immersed

or superficial,

a- to many-spored,

cylindrical

to clavate,

perforate

germ slit

longitudinal,

subglobose to pyriform, dark brown to black, membranaceous to coriaceous; neck black, papilliform
to somewhat conical,
neck and upper
portion of perithecium
covered with dark brown to black, bristle-like
hairs;

asci

closed

within

the apex;

spores

1-celled,

extending

nearly

full

a hyaline,

discoid,

dark brown to black,

gelatinous

length

sheath,

of spore.

usually

at

en-

Key to The Species of Coniochaeta
l.

l.

Spores 10-ll

x 7-8 x 5-6 microna •••••••

coniochaeta

leucoplaca

Spores 12-16 x 10-12 x 7-8 microns ••••• Coniochaeta
Coniochaeta

discospora

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

ed, subglobose

brana.ceous;

80 microns,
black,

spored,

to pyriform,

neck black,

cylindrical,

globose

dark brown to black
sheath,

germ slit

the spore;

slender

to broadly

from the other

and opaque,

stipe;

view,

dung from Fifty

Mile Spring,

H-161, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits

H-217, on horse dung from Payette
DISCUSSION: The closely

leucoplaca

can be differentiated

120 x

asci

above,

with

8-

gradual-

uniseriate,

from one view and

within

a hyaline,

nearly

the full

East Escalante
Plateau,

length

of

Desert,

Kane Co.;

Kane Co., Utah; and

species,£:_

by the larger

gelatinous

San Juan Co.; H-86,

Lake, Valley Co.,

related

mem-

12-16 x 10-12 x 7-8 microns,

extending

filiform.

spores

COLLECTIONS: H-4, on cow dung from Bluff,

on horse

covered

truncate

elliptical

enclosed

longitudinal,

paraphyses

black,

approximately

of the perithecium

P• 8

scatter-

which measure 30-40 x 4 microns;

below toward a. long,

narrowly elliptical

to conical,

125-135 x 14-15 microns,

appearing

discoid,

to superficial,

350-500 znicrons in diameter,

cylindrical

hairs

Cain

semi-immersed

neck and upper portion

bristle-like

ly tapering

(Auersw.)

disco~ec~

P• 9

size

Idaho.

discospora

of the asci

and .2..!_
and

9

spores

of the former.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate
Conioohaeta

I, figure

~euooplaca

(Berk.

DESCRil"TION
s Peri theoia

gregarious,

globose

to pyriform,

neck and upper portion
spored,

abruptly

cylindrical,

uniseriate,
within

ing full

blunt-tipped

semi-immersed

tapering

a hyaline,
length

65-75 x 10-ll

broadly

of attachment;
germ slit

of spore on the narrow

neck pa.pilliform

25-35 x 3-4 microns;

microns,

sheath,

dark

covered with straight,

10-11 x 7-8 x 5-6 microns,

gelatinous

thickly

in diameter,

coriaceous;

measuring

below near point

discoid,

to superficial,

200-240 microns

of the perithecium

hairs

Rav.) Cain

&

rnembranaceous to sli.::;htly

olivaoeoue,

brownish,

2.

side;

asoi

1

8-

rounded above,

spores

obliquely

dark brown, enclosed

longitudinal,

paraphyses

extend-

filiform.

COLLECTIONS: H-238, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa

Cruz Co., Arizona.

DISCUSSION: The asci

and spores

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

I, figure

than those

similar.

of .£.t, disoospora,

otherwise,

of ,5h. l!ucoplaca
the two species

are smaller
are very

3.

Delitschia Auerswald
DESCRIPTION: Perithecia
immersed, scattered
to gregarious,
pyriform to subglobose, olivaceous
to dark brown or nearly black,
glabrous or covered with flexuous or
membranaceous to coriaceous,
bristle-like
or hairy;
led,

hairs;

neck papilliform

asci 8- to 16-spored,

unisoriate

to biseriate,

to long and cylindrical,

cylindrical

to clavate;

oblong to elliptical,

young, becoming dark brown and opaque at maturity,
or oblique,

bility
tion,

constrictions

varying

from ve1·y slight

spores

hyaline

septa

glabrous
2-cel-

when

transverse

to very deep, a-

of spores to segment depending upon the depth of the constricentire spore enclosed within a hyaline, gelatinous
sheath, germ

10

slit

longitudinal,

tiliform,

u~ually

extending

the full

abundant.

Key to The Species

length

of the cell;

paraphyses

of Delitschia

1.

Spores transversely

septate••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2

1.

Spores

obliquely

septate•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

7

2.(1)

Perithecia
bare or covered with
flexuous hairs••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2.(1)

Parithecia
covered with bristlelike hairs•••••••••••••••••••••Delitschia

bis2orula

3.(2)

Spores uniseriate••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

;.(2)

Spores biseriate

•••••••••••••••••••••

3
poll

4

Delitschia

furfuracea

p.12

Delitsehia

marshallii

p.14

4.(3)

Spores 9-10 microns long,
perithecia
glabrous •••••••••••

4.(3)

Spores 20-75 microns lone,
perithecia
hairY•••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••

5

5.(4)

Spores 23-26 microns

long••••••••••••••Delitschia

vulKari~

5.(4)

Spores 40-75 microns

long••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

p.15
6

6.(5)

Spores 43-46 microns

long •••• Delitschia

auerswaldii

p.10

6.(5)

Spores 72-75 microns

lone •••• Delitaohia

griffithsii

p.13

7.(1)

Spores un1$eriate••••••••••••••••••••Delitschia

eecentrica

7.(1)

Spores biseriate•••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••

8.(7)

Constriction
very deep, spores
50-55 microns long••••••••••••••Delitschia

a.{7)

Constriction
very shallow,
Spores 68-72 microns long ••••••••

Delitschia

auerswaldii

DESCRIPTIONt Perithecia

pyriform,

Fuckel

immersed,

700-1000 x 550-650 microns,

8

Delitschia

ere~arious,

olivaceous,

p.12

~eEorina

p.14

winteri

p.15

subglobose

membranaceous,

to

cov-

ll
ered with fine,
form; asci

greenish-white

8-spored,

rounded above,
2-celled,

rapidly

obliquely

microns,

mycelial

extending

entire

tapering

uniseriate,

gelatinous

sheath;

septum transverse,

constriction

oblong to elliptical,

entire

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: l2.!_auerswaldii

biseriately

ILLUS'!HATIOH"SsPlate
Deli tsohia

~i.sporula

in diameter,

neck papilliform

of the perithecium

covered

to short,

covered

20-50 x 6-8 microns;

suring

(Crouan)

immersed,

stout,

elliptical,

22-24 x 7-9 microns,

ing a broad,

broad,

raphyses

entire

hyaline

6 radually

septate,

and the gla-

globose,

a hyaline,

2-3 microns

bristle-like

tapering

hairs,

DISCUSSION: The spiny hairs

principle

identifying

characteristics

below toward

uniseriate,

constriction

oblong to

each end bear-

eelatinous

in diameter.

and the umbonate spores

of 1k, bisEorul~.

mea-

140-165 x 13-

COLLBCTIONSsH-166, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits

Kane Co., Utah.

to

neck and upper portion

dark brown and opaque,

within

300-350

brownish hairs;

cylindrical,

obliquely

umbo, septum transverse,

spore enclosed

slender,

spiny,

asci a-spored,
2-eelled,

to the

membranaceous

flexuous,

cylindrical,

rounded above,
spores

to black,

with black,

broadly

of attachment;

34-44 microns

.Plateau,
spores

in contrast

scattered,

with long,

16 microns,

point

arranged

Hansen

dark olivaceous

coriaceous,

shal-

4.

I, figure

DESCRIJ?TIONsPeritheoia

slightly

has uniseriately

and hairy perithecia

spores

43-46 x 15-18

dung from the Kaiparowits

which metisure
of 1h_ furfuracea.

arranged

brous perithecia

microns

cell

filiform.

spores

serm slit longitudinal,
enclosed within a hyaline,

separable,

COLLGCT!ONS:H-142, on horse

which measure 43-46 microns

broadly

of attachment;

of cell,

paraphyses

papilli-

below near point

segments not easily
length

neck black,

260-300 x 28-37 microns,

cylindrical,

dark brown and opaque,

low and broad,

growth;

deep and

sheath;

pa-

Plateau,
are the

12

of 1h bisBorula

The illustration

the umbo at the ends of the spore.

of some specimens

Those studied

by

maining characteristics
therefore,

are similar

to Cain (1934),

to the genus Delitschia.
the perithecium.
The true

however,

it is assumed to be this

According

relntionship

it was almost
were quite

to descriptions
species.

this

species

It differs

and an apical

Hansen {1877) does not show

Cain (1934) noted that

was so small that

the author,

by

of this

indistinguishable.

prominent.

species

probably

does not belong

spiny hairs

of a.n elongated

is unce:rta.in.

that it may belong in the genus Protoventuria
ILLUSTRATIONS;
PL1te I, figure
5.

suggests

eccentrica

Delitschia

Griff.

DESCRIPTION: :Perithecia.

globose,

500-600 ..x 400-:31/.

transpa?.'ent,

glabrous;

crons;

asci

8•spored,

spores

2-celled,

neck long,

cylindrical,

rounded above, gradually
18-20 microns,
shallow,

a hyaline,
f111form,

i:mmersedt ,_·regarious,

icrons,

obliquely

tapering

olivaceous,

gelatinous

sheath,

abundant.

Von Hoehnel (19al)

Berl.

pyriform

to su·b-

semi-

350-370 x 100-140 mi-

below toward a long,

separable,

Sacc.

&

320-400 x 26-33 microns,

dark brown and opaque,

broadly

slender

to oblong,

elliptical

stipe;

44-51 x

septum oblique,

constriction

longitudinal;

paraphyses

entire

~erm slit

on

germ slit.

membranaceoua,

cylindrical,

uniseriate,

segments not easily

The re-

of 1h, bisporula,

in having dark,

pore instead

the umbo

spore enclosed

within

COLt8CTION5i H-243, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa

Cruz Co., Arizona.
alight.

DISCUSSION: The spore constriction

le;eorina.

the basis

This contrasts

l2!_ eccentrica

of the smaller

& eocentrioa

with the very prominent
can be differentiated
spores

ILLU~TH.ii..TIONS: Plate

Deli tschia

of

tur:f'uracea

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

I,

of the former.

figure
liiessl.

constriction

:t'r·olll

is very

of 1h,

Jl!_ wint.eri~

on

6.

semi-immersed,

scattered,

pyriform

to

13

subglobose,
stout,

550-800 x 250-450 microns, black,

cylindrical;

a.sci a-spored,

260-320 x 40-48 microns,

low toward a short,

obliquely

broadly

slender

uniaeriate

stipe;

below,

dark brown and opaque,

crone,
septa

transverse,

aline

gelatinous

germ slit

separable,

COLLBCTIOUS:

Escalante

Desert,

paraphyses

Kane Co., Utah.

differentiate

perithecia.

2-oelled,

to oblong,

olavate,

rapidly

biseriate

43-48 x 18-20 mi•

acute,

segments not easily

spore enclosed

filiform,

arranged

freely

spores

within

branched.

I, figure

6ritfithsii

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

a hyEast

and the glabroue

from the closely

which has uniseriately

be-

above,

rounded to slightly

entire

12.!.furfuraoea

ILLUSTRATIOHS:Plate
Delitschia

tapering

neck long,

H-87, on horse dung from :Pifty Mile Spring,

]h auerswaldii,

cies,

to slightly

broad and shallow,

DISCUSSION• The biseriately

perithecia

spores

ends broadly

longitudinal,

sheath;

cylindrical

rounded above,

elliptical

constriction

glabrous;

arranged

related

spe-

spores and hairy

7.

Cain

immersed, scattered,

globoae

to subpy-

riform.
900-1200 x 700-800 microns, olivaceous,
thin, membranaceous;
neck stout,
short, cylindrical,
densely covered with lone, :f'lexuous,

hyaline
vate

{appearing

white to the naked eye) hairs;
450-500 x 60-70 microns,

to subcylindrical,

tapering

obliquely

below toward a short,
uniseriate,

dark brown and opaque,

segments not easily
enclosed
septate,

within

longer

oblong to ellipticalt
septum transverse,

separable,

a hyaline,
than

medium to stout

germ slit

gelatinous

the asci.

asci

8-spored,

apex acute,

stipe;

spores

cla-

gradually
2-celled,

72-74 x 29-31 microns,

constriction

longitudinal,

sheath;

paraphyses

very shallow,
entire

spore

:f'iliform,

COLLBCTIO!H:3:
H-157 and H-225, on horse dung from the Payette

Lake area, Valley Co., Idaho.
DISCUSSION: The extremely large a.soi and spores and the prominent, white hairy necks of the perithecia
are distinctive
features

14
ot ,R:. aritfithsii.
ILLUSXRATIONSsPlate

I, figure

8.

Delitschia
~epQrina Griff.
DESCRIPTION: Perithecia
immersed, scattered,
pyriform to subglobose, 700-1000 x 500-650 microns, dark brown to black, coriaceous;
neck papilliform
long,

to short,

flexuous,

septate

toward a short,

slender

36 microns,

apex acute

elliptical,

narrowly

brown and opaque,
segments easily

closed

tate,

within

hairs;

asci

stipe;

spores

to broadly

51-55 x li-14

septum oblique,

separable,

a hyaline,

exposed portions

8-sporad,

rounded,

gradually

2-celled,

microns,

constriction

germ slit

g~latinous

clavate,

longitudinal,

sheath;

Desert,

Kane Co., Utah.

obliquely

characteristics

species.
ILLUSTRATIONSsPlate

biseriate,

ovate,

approximately

entire

spore en-

paraphyses

septum and the prominent

used in the identification

It figure

iform,

broadly

broadly

to slightly

elliptical

sep-

stipe;

rounded above,
spores

2-celled,

oblong,

constriction
of this

9.

200 x 100 microns;

50-60 x 8 microns,

stout

dark

very deep and broad,

Delitschia ma.rshalli Barl. & Vogl.
DESCRIPTION: Perithecia
immersed, gregarious,
450 x 200-250 microns, black, coriaceous,
glabrous;

ward a short,

below

Mile Spring, East
and H-151, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits Plateau,

DISCUSSION: fhe oblique

important

drical,

250-300 x 30-

tapering

each cell

with

covered

abundant.
COLLECTIONS:H-124 1 on cow dung from Fifty

Escalante

are

cylindrical,

pyriform,

neck black,

a.sci a-spored,
tapering

cylin-

cylindrical,

slightly

obliquely

300-

below to-

uniseriate,

9-10 x 4-5 microns.

Dark brown

and opaque, septum transverse,
constriction
very shallow, germ slit
longitudinal,
extending entire length of cell, entire spore enclosed
within a hyaline, gelatinous
sheath; paraphyses filiform,
septate.
COLLECTIONS: H-125, on cow dung from Fifty

Mile Spring,

East

15
Escalante

Desert,

Kane Co., and H-184, on porcupine

mas Meadows, Summit Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: The small transversely

ed spores

Deli tsohia.

distinguish~

marshallii

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate
Delitseh\a

vulgaris

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

x 350-400 microns,

neck broadly

imately

100 x 2 microns;

ered with flexuous,

micronst

broadly

Griff.

immersed,

cylindrical,

hyaline

asci

uniseriately

scattered,

pyriform,

species

of the genus

brown hairs

8-spored,

rounded to truncate

650-750

membranaceous to slightly

100-500 x 115 microns,

to light

arrang-

10.

dark brown to black,

aceous;

septate,

from other

I, figure

dung from Christ-

oylindricalt

above,

cori•

densely

cov-

which measure approx210-250 x 18-25

gradually

tapering

below

toward a long, slender stipe; spores 2-oelled,
obliquely uniseriate,
oblong to elliptical,
23-26 x 11-13 microns, dark brown and opaque,
septum transverse,

arable,

gelatinous

germ slit

constriction

sheath;

longitudinal,
paraphyaes

very shallow,
entire

filiform,

segments not easily

spore enclosed
abundant.

COLL.2WTIONS: H-127, on cow dung f'rom Fifty

Escalante

Desert,

Kane Co.; H-137, on horse

within

sep-

a hyaline,

Hile Spring,

East

dung from the Kaiparowits

Plateau; H-164, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits Plateau, Kane Co••
Utah.
DISCUSSION; The long, prominent, hairy necks of the perithecia
of!!.

vul~ar1s

Delitschia.

differ

from those of other

ILLUSTRA'.rIOHS:Plate
Delitschia

tered,

broadly

immersed, globose

700-900 x 550-750 microns,

olavate

tapering

~labrous;

to slightly

olivaceous,

neck black,

fusiform,

below toward a short,

of the eenus

12.

Plowr.

DESCRIPTION: Perithec1a

ly coriaceous,

acutet

winter!

I, figure

species

to subpyriform,

membranaceoue to slight-

pepilliform;

asci

8-spored,

310-340 x 54-60 microns,
stout

scat-

stipe;

spores

apex

2-celled,

16
obliquely

biseriate,

striction

very shallow,

dark brown and opaque,
length

sheath;

of cell,

oblong to elliptical,

entire

paraphyses

septum transverse
germ slit

DISCUSSIOI'h

sii by the glabrous,

H-244, on horse

spores

with oblique

arranged

spores

of the latter

septa,

to the hairy

purplish,

olivaceous,
through
celled,

hyaline,

coriaceous

stroma,

membranaceous;

the stroma;

asci

elliptical,

form.

sheath•

gelatinous

neck black,

Key to The Species

size

throughout.

uniseriately

or within

to subpyr1form,
papilliform,

cylindrical

germ slit

Utah.

12.

immersed beneath

globose

t

the biseriately

neck,

neck and the larger,

a-spored,

entire

from ,!h az:iffith•

and the smaller

dark brown to black

gelatinous

a hyaline,

perithecial

I, figure

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

extending

con-

dung from Orem, Utah Co.

species.

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

Hy-poqo;eraFries

within

oblique,

can be differentiated

papilliform,

arranged

This is in contrast

abundant.

,!h winteri

to slightly

longitudinal,

spore enclosed

filiform,

COLLECTI01H3;

68•72 x 27-28 microns,

whitish

projecting

to clavate;

and opaque,

longitudinal;

a black

enclosed

to light

spores

paraphyses

or

within

1-

fili-

of Hlpocopra

1.

Germ slit
of spore,

1.

Germ slit extending one-third
to onehalf the length of the spore, spores
28-31 microns long•••••••••••••••••••••••••Hlpooopra

extending nearly full length
spores 11.5-14 microns long ••••••

HzEooopra 2arvula p.17
eguorum p.16

HY,pocopra equorum (Fuokel) ~int.
DESCRIPTIONs
atroma effused, black, heavy, brittle,
containing
one to several peritheoia;
perithecia
immersed beneath the stroma,

gregarious,

globose,

800-900 microns

a

in diameter,

whitish

to light

17
olivaoeoua,

projecting
vate,

point

thick,

through

of attachment;

a. hyaline,

glabrous;

the stro:.aa.; asci

210-250 x 25-27 microns,

13-15 microns,

spor·es

8-spored,

apex acute,

obliquely

black and opaque,

neck black,

cylindrical

gradually

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION; The spores

crons and the germ slit

of the spore.

14 x 5-7 microns

extends

In contrast

ends slightly

acute,

only one-third

diameter,

whitish,

projecting
a long,

the stroma,

extends

IV, figure

slender

14 x 5-7 microns,

a hyaline,

ly the full

stipe;

length

Kaiparowits

Desert,

glabrous;

a-spored,

obliquely

to violet,

cylindrical,

uniseriate,

tapering

ends acute,

lonei tudinal,

paraphysee

Kane Co., Utah.

in having larger

spores

fili:fo:rm.

is very similar

with longer

heavy and

perithecia

papilliform,

in

200-230 x

below toward

elliptical,

Kane Co.; H-167 and H-189, on horse

DISCUSSION, This species

length

700-800 microns

neck black,

gradually

shea t11, germ slit

of the spore;

Plateau,

Plateau,

measure 11.5.

the entire

COLLECTIONS:H-72, on cow dung from the Fifty

Escalante

onesep-

the length

l-5 perithecia;

globose,

dark brown and opaque,

gelatinous

black

enclosing

rounded above,
spores

to one-half

almost

shiny,

the stro:uua; asci

broadly

extending
filiform,

within

x

1.

gregarious,

membranaceous,

through

11-12 microns•

fers

enclosed

those of l!:,. 2arvula

and the germ slit

1-5 mm. in diameter,

immersed within

28-31

dung from the Kaiparowits

HnoooEra Earvula Griff.
DESCRIPXION: Strom.a. bounded,

ooriacaous,

below to

of l!.!. ~~u~rum measure 28-31 x 1;-15 mi-

to this,

of the spore ..
ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

to subela-

elliptical,

uniseriate,

COLLECTIONS: H-168, on horse

papilliform,

tapering

gelatinous sheath, ger:.a slit longitudinal,
to one-half the length ot the spore; paraphyses

third
tate.

membranaceous,

enclosed

extending

within

Mile Spring,
duns

11.5near-

East

from the

to ,lli. eguorum but dif-

germ slits.

18

ILLUSTRA?IONSi Plate

~~eoE~t.~

IV, figure

Fuckel

DESCRIPTION, Perithecia

pyritorm,

to hairy;

cylindrical

dark brown to black,

neck papilliform
to olavate;

longitudinal

semi-immersed

sheath.

to immersed, globose

membranaceou3 to coriaceous,

to long and cylindrical;

spores

many-celled,

dark brown and opaque,

septa,

gelatinous

2.

Key to The Species

asci

containing

enclosed

glabrous

8- spored,

transverse

and

p.18

within

a hyaline,

of Pleo2~ragmia

1.

Spores divided by approximately
seven
transverae
septa•••••••••••••••••••••••••~~aophra~mia

sp #1

1.

Spores divided by more than ten transverse septa ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

e;e

EJ.eophragmia SE# l
DESCRIPTIONs Perithecia

100 microns,

glabroue;
slight

constriction

ded by approximately

in the center

ends broadly

spore enclosed

COLLECTIONS:

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSIOlh

fe1·en-tiated

spore.

spores

neck papilli:form;

brown and opaque,
entire

immersed,

dark brown to black,

H-250,

many-celled,

portion,

a hyaline,

on horse

of spore

ILLUS'.!'JATIONSsPlate
~JSCttIPTIONs Perithecia

scattered,

pyriform,

ff 2 p .18
140 x

coriaceol.14

oblong to elliptical,

24-29 x 10-12 microns,

rounded to slightly

The two species

on the basis

PleophrMmia

membranaceous to slightly

seven transverse
within

to

and three

Jelatinous

acute,

lor,situdinal

dung from the

dark

spore diVi•
septa,

sheath.

Kaiparowi ts Plateau,

of Pleo:phr5?&l!lia can be readily

size and the numbe1· of cells

in each

IV, figure;.
immersed to semi-immersed,

dif,..

scattered,

19
pyriform

coriaceous,

cylindrical,
flexuous,
spored,

to subglobose,
covered

obliquely

greenish

hairs;

flexuoue,

oetiole

uniseriate,

covered

below at the point

black at maturity,

of attachment;

~~li,;htly

approximately

paraphyses

filiform,

5-7 cells

spores

Kane Co., Utah.

Desert,

with its

Sordaria

Ces.

DiiSCRIPTION

oliVltceous

Emt, ish:.brous

hairs;
a.sci

spores

within

neck

reri th,1cia

gelatinous

imuerHed

is very striking

or coY0rcd with

pa:pilliform

unicellular,
a hyaline,

to lone

to pyriform

flexuoua,

bristle-like,

cylindrical

elliptical,

gelatinous

semi-transpar-

or ag5lutinated

glabrous

to clava.te

or slightly

or both;

:paraphyses

rarely

to superfi-

to elongate-cylin-

occasionally

and c:rlindrical,

sheath

hairs.

·cosemi-immersed

cloboue

begin to

Mile Sprint"~, Ea.st

4.

to dark brown or black,

4-to :-na.ny-spored,

absent.

DeNot.

or gregarious,

scattered

drical,

i

&

re-

long and 4

portion

long broad neck covered with a mat of greenish

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate IV, figure

cial,

species

59-80

dark brown to

wide, 20 cells

of this

DISCUSSION: The perithecium

many-celled,

in the center

dung from Fifty

8-

asci

rounded above,

and later

abundant.

COLLBCTIO?.Ss H-128, on horse

Escalante

neck broad,

to crescent-shaped

constricted

greenish

and

with a mat of short,

cells thick in the center region, cells in the center
mature first,
entire spore enclosed within a hyaline,
sheath;

thick,

hairs;

broadly

to fusiform

elliptical

occasionally

black,

very broad and prominent;

when young, becoming

hyaline

olivaceous

180-210 x 25-35 microns,

abruptly

x 21•25 microns,

gion,

with long,

400-500 x 200-250 microns,

cylindrical,

tapering

800-900 x 700-750 microns,

or hairy;
fusiform;

ovn t\), ;;1.ppendat:;ed or enclosed
present

or

20

Key to The Species

of Sordaria

1.

Asci

4•spored••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••·•·••

2

l.

Asci more than 4-spored••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••·••••·•••

4

2.( 1) Primary appendage present••••••••••·•·•••••••·•·••••
2.( l) Primary appendage lacking •••• sordaria
3.(

2) Primary a.ppenda.ge apioulate,
spores
46-52 microns long.• •••••••••••••••••••.

;.{

2) Primary appendage not apiculate,
spores 33-36 microns long •••••••••••••••

3

arizonensis

sordaria

p.23

taenoides

P• 32

anserina

p.22

sordaria

4.(

1) Asci 8-spored•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5

4.(

l) Asci more than 8-spored •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

20

5.( 4) Appendages lacking•••••••••···•·•··••·•·•··•·••••·••·•·•·•·•

6

5.( 4) Appendages present••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••

8

6.( 5) Spores ovate••••••••••••••••••••••Sordaria
6.(

5) Spores elliptical

8.(

a.(

Sordaria

fimioola

p,27

bombardiodies

p.24

barbata

5) Primary appendage present,
spore
not completely surrounded by short,
slender,
secondary appendages•••••••·•••••·•••··•·••
within

8) Spores not enclosed
sheath ••••••••••••••••••

10.(

long ••••••••••

sordaria

5) Frimary appendage lacking,
spore
completely surrounded by short,
slender,
secondary appendages •••• sordaria

g.( 8) Spores enclosed
9.(

7

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

7.( 6) Spores 16-19 microns long •••••••••••••••
7.( 6) Spores 23-25 microns

humana p.28

9) Primary

a gelatinous

within

appendage

---• e

9

sheath••·•••••••••••·•••lO

a gelatinous
.............................

apiculate

p.24

••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

10.( 9) Primary appendage not apioulate

•••••••••••••••••••••

13

11

12

21

ll.(10)

Apiculum 11-12 microns long, spores
39-41 microns long••••••••••••••••••••••••Sordaria.

ll.(10)

Apiculum usually not exceeding 5 microns in length, spores 41-46 microns
lone•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Sordaria

13.(

montanensis

p.30
p.27

12.(10)

Peritheeia

glabrous••••••••••••••Sordaria

globosa

12.(10)

Peritheoia

hairY•••••••••••••••••Sordaria

SR•# l p.33

9) Perithecia

covered with agglutinated

13.( 9) Perithecia

lacking

agglutinated

hairs••••••••••••••••••14

hairs•••••••••••••••••••••••l6

14.(13)

Hairs large and multisariate,
more than 100 microns long •••• sordaria

14.(13)

Hairs uniseria.te,
less than
100 microns long••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••15

15.(14) Peritheeia
high,

15.(14)

a.lpina p.22

less than GOOmicrons

spores

16-18 microns long •••••••••••

ooronifera

sordaria

?erithecia
more than 600 microns
high, spores 23-28 microns long••••••••••Sordaria
secondary

minuta p.29
ourvula p.26

16.{13)

Single

16.(13)

More than one primary appanda.ge
attached to spore apex••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l8

appendage attached

to spore apex•••••••·•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l7

17.(16)

Peritheeia
glaoroua, spores
long•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

17.(16)

Perithecia
18.(16)
18,(16)

p.25

hairy,

s~ores

34-36 microns
Sordaria

piriform~

21-24 mierons •••• .§2.rdaria Rilosa

Tip of primary appendage bearing
four or five spreading secondacy
appendages•••••••••••••••••••••••Sordaria

vestita

Tip ot primary appendage lacking
secondary appendage••••••••••••Sordaria

19.( 4) Asci 16-spored••••••••••••••••••••••Sordaria
19.( 4) Asci approximately

250-spored...

deci21ens
linguiformis

·········----- ----Sordaria

p.31

p.31

p.32
p,26

p.28

sp. # 2 p.33

22

Sordaria

aJJ?i~

Griff.

in diameter,

light

DESCRIPTION: J?erithecia

700 microns

dense 5rowth

black,

immersed, gregarious,

green,

of lotig rlexuous,

papillitorm;

asoi

8-spored,

broadly

x 23-27 microns,

dark brown to black

slender

apiculate,
entire

filiform,

stipe;

rounded above, abruptly

septate,

obliquely

spores

apiculum. hyaline,

spore enclosed

to brownish-grey

cylindrical

x 30-38 microns,
a short,

membranaceous,

hyaline

short,

within

and opaque,

cylindrical,

a hyaline,

abundant.

covered

with a

hairs;

neck

to subclavate,

uniseriate,

gelatinous

650-

subglobose,

330-350

below toward

tapering

elliptical,

ends broadly

39-41

rounded,

11.12 x 4-5 microns,
sheath;

paraphyses

COLLHCTIONS: H-143 and H-173, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits

Plateau,
related

cial

Kerne Co.,

Utah.

DISCUSSIONS Differentiation

species,

hairs

A!_ monta~ensis,

and spore size.

former species
the spores

of the latter

are 40•46 microns

in length.

ILLUSTRATIONSsPlate
Sordaria

anserina

II,

{Ces.)

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

to ovate,

ually

brown hairs
imately

slender,

but occasionally

on the upper portion;

80 x 120 microns,
septate,

straight,

which measure approximately
cal to slightly

bove, gradually
obliquely

in length.

species

figure

clavate,

tapering

uniseriate,

of the peritheoia

olive

hairs

to this,

and the spores

to superficial,

green

and

the

neck short,

hairs

black,

to light

light

us-

approx-

brown,

on the convex side

asci

175-240 x 25-29 microns,

below toward a short,

black,

flexuous,

conical,

a few hyaline

pyriform

to nearly

a few long,

100 x 3 microns;

elliptical,

of the

1.

bearing

bristle-like

flexuous

are straight

semi-immersed

containing

of the perithe-

In contrast

Winter

400•500 x 320-400 microns,

glabrous

and the closely

is made on the basis

with a mat of interwoven,

is covered

hairs

~laina

The upper portion

measure 39-40 microns

perithecial

between~

4-spored,

broadly

slender

33-36 x 14-18 microns,

cylindri-

rounded a-

stipe;

spores

dark olive

2;
green to dark brown, primary

ap:pend,~ge

cylindrical,

basal

lash•like

secondary

crons,

one or two short,

portion,

to the tip

long,

slender

hollow,

of the primary

secondary

field

lante

Co.,

and H-1;0,

Desert,

on cow dung frou

Kane Go., Utah.

asci

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

figure

Sordaria

arizonensis

Peri thecia.

DESCRIPTIOlh

ous, globose,
cylindrical,

600•700 microns

measuring

or two bristle-like
several

long,

tufts

slender,

held together;

tightly

285-290 x ;omicrons,
toward a long,
liptical,

often

lash-like,

ra.physes

hyaline,

septate

in diameter,

slightly

attached

filiform,

black,

cylindrical

stipe;

appendage

freely

neck long,

containing

one

composed of

to slightly

clavnte,

below
spores obliquely uniseriate,
el44-51 x 25 microns, dark green

rounded above,

eccentrically

gregari-

glabrous;

each tuft

on the

which measure 100-165 x 1 microns

unequal-sided,

primary

to superficial,

on one side,

hairs

East Esca-

bristle

150 x 100 microns,

asci 4-spored,

broadly

2.

Sacc.

Gar-

ot .2.!.anserina.

feat,1.rea

semi-immersed

of hair

medium to stout

to brown at maturity,

(Griff.)

approximately

attached

to the epore ~-

Mile Sprine,

J?i.fty

and tbe peculiar

of' the neck are distinctive
II,

to the

on cow dun.::; frOLl Panguitch,

DISCUSSION: The 4-spored

conves side

long,

62-75 x 8-10 microns.

H-19 and !I-211

attached

appendages

appendage and eccGntrically

pex which measures approximately
COLLr;c:rIONSt

appendages

15-25 x 4..,.5 mi-

gradually

tapering

secondary appendages

le.eking,

to apex and base of spore;

branched.

COLLBCTIONSr H-13, on cow dung from Panguitch,

Garfield

pa-

Co.,

Utah and H-241, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa Cruz Co.,

Arizona.

DISCUSSION: The bristle-like

aso1 of jk arizonensis

are similar

secondary

This contrasts

the spores

microns)

of the former are larger

appendages.

of.§.?_ anserina

perithecial

to those

which contain

hairs

and the 4-spored

of 1k, ~,lp.~,

however,

(44-51 microns long) and bear only
with the smaller
both primary

spores

(33-36

and secondary

ap-

24
pendages.

IL1UST.RATIONSsPlate
Sordaria

barbata

II,

figure

Hansen

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

700 microns in diameter,

ered with long flexuous,
drical,

bearing

a tuft

400-500 x l-2 microns,

in diameter

crons,

at the base;

broadly

slender

stipe;

spores

indistinct

hyaline,
lacking.

immersed,

light

of long,

brown hairs;

whole tuft
asci

straight,

measuring

8-spored,

biseriately

eubglobose,

neck broad,

short,

dark brown hairs

tapering

arranged

cov-

cylin-

measuring

approximately

clavate,

600-

28 microns

250-300 x 35-40 mi-

below toward a long,

in the ascus,

elliptical,

dark brown and opaque, primary appendage lack-

secondary

gelatinous

scattered,

black and opaque, thick and coriaceous,

rounded above, gradually

41-44 x 19-21 microns,
ing,

3.

appendages having the appearance

sheath entirely

of a narrow,

surrounding the spore; paraphyses

COLLECTIONS: H-159 and H-205, on horse dung from the Payette

Lakes area,

Valley Co., Idaho.

DISCUSSION, The author

ary appendages.

According

was unable

to Cain (1934),

ty that he was able to ascertain

were too young they,

appear.

by the author,

doubt,

ILLUSTRATIONS1Plate
Sordaria

aceous,

spored,

II,

bombardiodies

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

globose,

age,

the appendages

characteristics

without

cylindrical,

When the spores

When the spores
gelati-

would seem to dis-

of the numerous specimens viewed

identify

figure

this

4.

Auersw.

semi-immersed

500-700 microns in diameter,

glabrous;

true character.

difficul-

to be broken down into an irregular

Even at the proper

The remaining

second-

it was with great

had not yet formed.

apparently,

are too old they appeared

nous mass.

their

to see the individual

neck papilliform

species

as .2:,. barbata.

to superficial,

brownish-black,

thick

to long and cylindrical;

170•240 x 15-18 microns,

truncate

scattered,

and cori-

asoi

above,

8•

gradual•

25
ly tapering

below toward a long,

narrowly elliptical,

seriate,

small, circular
line, gelatinous

slender

stipe;

spores obliquely

base containing

23-25 x 12-13 microns,

germ pore,
sheath.

appendages lacking,

uni•

enclosed

within a hya-

COLLECTIONSsH-42, on horse dung from Mapleton, Utah Co.; H-61,

on horse dung from Fifty Mile Spring, East Escalante Desert, Kane Co.;
H-140, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits Plateau,
Kane Co.; H-196, on
horse dung from Grass Valley,

Sevier Co.; and H-221, on horse dung

from Orem, Utah Co., Utah.

DISCUSSIONS The long, narrowly

!!, bombardiodiee
timioola

-

ands.

from the broadly

humana.

ILLUSTRATIONS,Plate

Sordaria

eoronifera

II,

elliptical

elliptical

figure

spores differentiate

or ovate spores of.§.:.

5.

Grove

immersed to semi-immersed when young,
erumpent, becoming almost entirely
superficial
at maturity, gregarious,
elongate-conical,
800-1200 x 450-600 microns, dark olivaceous,
semiDESCRIPTION: Perithecia

transparent,
septate,

multiseriate,

clavate,

200-250

microns;
pering

upper portion

membranaoeous,

neck papilliform

agglutinated

to broad,

x 42•48 microns,

below toward a long,

slender

covered with long, broad,

measuring 135-250 x 40-60

hairs

cylindrical,

apex slightly

stipe;

black;

acute,

asci a-spored,

gradually

spores obliquely

ta•

arranged

in two series, elliptical,
34-36 x 16-18 microns, dark brown, primary
appendage slender, cylindrical,
approximately 14 x 4 microns, long,
lash-like

secondary appendages attached

pendage and, eccentrically,

to the tip of the primary ap-

to the spore apex; paraphyses

COLLECTIONS:
H•96, on cow dung from the Trial

lacking.

Lake area,

Summit

Co.; H-148, on deer dung f'rom Christmas Meadows, Summit Co.; and H-186,
on cow dung from Fish La..~e, Sevier Co., Utah.
hairs

DISCUSSION: The large,

-

prominent,

are distinctive
of s. eoronifera.
ILLUSTRATlOUS: Plate II, figure

multiseriate,

6.

agglutinated

26
Sordaria

cal•

curvula

DeBarry

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

superficial,

600-1100 x 300-400 microns,

per portion

covered with obliquely

apex acute,

gradually

black,

papilliform;

stipe;

spores

ascus,

asci

uniseriate

elliptical,

tapering

green,

septate

8-spored,

appendages

pendage and, eccentrically,

thin membranaceous,

below toward a long,

neck

stout

relatively

to irregularly

arranged

in the

dark brown, primary

8-10 x 2 microns,
to the basal

attached

hairs;

up-

160-200 x 22-28 microns,

23-28 x 13-14 microns,

secondary

elongate-coni-

agglutinated

clavate,

to biseriate

age short, slender, cylindrical,
der secondary appendage attached
lash-like

olive

scattered,

append-

with a short,

portion,

to the tip

slen-

additional

long,

of the primary

ap-

to the apex of the spore.

COLLECTIONS: H-8, H-31, H•38, H-58, H-79, H-109, H-132, and H-

175, on cow ::~z:l'thorse dung from a variety
DISCUSSION, The peritheeia,
larger

consistently
readily

differentiated

than those
on this

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate
Sordaria

decip;ens

III,

to black,

to nearly globose,

usually

ered with long,
50-150 microns

glabroue

flexuous

in length;

basis.

figure

asci

500-700 x 350-500 microns,

crons,

dark brown, primary appendage

microns,

basal

arranged

portion

which tend to collapse
appendages
suring

attached

tapering

short,

at maturity,

to cylindrical,

olavate,

long,

cylindrical,

slender

C0LLECTI0IJS: H-1, H-ll,

g:rem

is cov-

black,

tuft

united

stipe;

28-37 x 18-20 mi-

secondary

a lyre-shaped

olive

200-250 x 27-50 mi-

elliptical,

to the apex of the spore,

22-40 x 13-14 microns.

can be

gregari-

portion

below toward a slender

in two series,

bearing

the basal

neck conical

apex acute,
obliquely

to superficial,

semi-immersed

8-spored,

are

l.

but occasionally

hairs;

of!.!_ curvula

of .2.!.minuta and the two species

crons,

spores

rapidly

and spores

Winter

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

ous, pyriform

asei

of areas.

36-40 x 7-11

appendages

of secondary

into a body mea-

H-28 1 H-41, H•95, H-105, H-204, H-219,

27

and H-237.
strata.

Commonand widely distributed

DISCUSSION: Among the various

considerable

of secondary

held

together,

ally

separate,

tuft

short,

appendages attached

they appeared

occasionally,

spreading,

The distinguishing

of secondary
slender

by the author,

seemed to be only four

or five

appendages

secondary

of this

attached

appendages

ry appendage.
ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

II,

appendages

appendages.

features

of the

Usu-

there

pointed

tightly

are the l~tre-shaped

species

to the apex of the spore and the

attached

figure

to the base of the prima-

7.

Sordaria fimicola (Rob.) Ces. & DeNot.
DESCRIPTIONs Peritheeia
superficial
to semi-immersed,

ous, pyriform

brown to black
slender,

S-spored,

to slightly

and opaque,

cylindrical,

cylindrical,

closed

obliquely

within

thick

x 380-400 microns,

480-600

and coriaceous,

measuriuc, :>•proximately

rounded above, tapering
spores

globose,

180-210 x 18-26 microns,

slightly

uniseriate,

a hyaline,

elliptical,

dark

neck long,

truncate

sheath;

appendaees

short

stipe;

lacking.

COLLECTIONSsH-50, on horse dung from the Kaiparowits
Plateau,

226t on horse dung from Orem, Utah Co., Utah.

Teton Co.,

Idaho;

than those of.§.!_ bombardiodes

which measure 2,-25 microns

ILWSTRATIONS: Plate

are elliptical

of.§.:. humana, and shorter
III,

figure

H-

Kane Co., Utah; and H-

fimicola

spores

en-

Plateau,

DISCUSSION: The spores of~
to the ovate

asci

to broadly

16-19 x 12-13 microns,

139, on deer dung from the Kaiparowits

long)

gregari-

200 x 70 microns;

Kane Co., Utah; H-100, on cow dung from Tetonia,

trast

glabrous;

below toward a broad,

gelatinous

of sub-

to the apex of the spore.

to be composed of many slender

but,

long,

studied

specimens

was noted in the size and appearance

variation

tuft

in Utah on a variety

in con-

(16-19 microns

2.

Sordaria. globosa Mass. & Salm.
DESCRIPTION: Perithecia
immersed to semi-immersed,

long.

scattered,

28

pyriform

to subglobose,

flexuoue

hairs;

transparent,

thin,

membranaoeous,

320 x 44-56 microns,

slender

tical,

stipe;

asci

8-spored,

apex acute,

spores

16-19 x 3-4 microns,
sheath,

clavate

gradually

obliquely

35-40 x 20-23 microns,

gelatinous

base sparsely

neck very long and cylindrical

680-700 x 220 microns;

short,

800-1400 x 650-900 microns,

measuring

in two series,

primary appendage slender,

secondary

appendages

DISCUSSION: The gla.brous

species

of

is distinctly

Al. montanensis

Jh.

longer

sp

and .§.t. alpina.

u l.

Sordaria

to slightly
spored,

coriaceous,

cylindrical,

rounded above,

Winter

spores

obliquely

600•700 x 750-850 microns,

glabrous;
tapering

uniseriate,

to brown at maturity,

enclosed

related

neck black,

papilliform;
truncate

below toward a long,

ovate,

within

asci

to broadly

slender

23-27 x 13-15 microns,
a hyaline,

this

Idaho.

DISCUSSION, The ovate,

species.

This differs

and is the primary

feature

ILLUS'l'RATIONSsPlate

~~..tl!.

gelatinous

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

III,

figure

Cain

4.

semi-immersed

8-

stipe;

dark green
sheath.

Lakes area,

spore is distinctive

from the elliptical

used to segregate

lineui.~~:t;,mis

ed, ovate to pyriformt

unappendaged

scattered,

heavy membranaceoua

COLLECTIONS: H-199, on sheep dung from the Payette

Valley Co.,

from

species,

to superficial,

230-260 x 18-21 microns,

abruptly

l?.lObOS§ differ

figure 3.

human.a (Fuckel)

to subglobose,

San Pete Co., Utah.

of the closely

D.ESCRI:PTION:Peri theoia. semi-immersed

pyriform

a hyaline,

The primary appendage of this

than that

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate III,

of

ellip-

cylindrical,

within

lacking.

peritheoia

250-

below toward a

tapering

arranged

semi-

approximately

to suboylindrical,

spore and appendage enclosed

peritheoia

green,

covered with long,

COLLECTIONSs H-6, on cow dung from Ephraim,

the hairy

olive

of

spore of.§.!. fimicola

the two species.

to superficial,

685-760 x 340-380 microns,

olive

green,

scatter-

semi-

29
transparent,

upper portion

brow

neck blaok,

agclutinated

hairs,

hairs;

cal to olavate,

covered

lower portion
broad,

270-300 x 28-31 microns,

ranged in two series,

measuring

elliptical,

ends broadly

approximately

low, cyli:ad.rical,

8

rounded,

COLLf~~TIONSs H-2,

horse dung from Bluff,

Sevier Co., Utah.

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

480-685

parent,
tate,

Parithecia

:x 200-275

membranaceous,

agglutinated

lindrical,

110-170

low toward a short,

tioal,

attached

appendage short,

hairs;

hollowt

neck black,

x 16-18 microns,

slender

atipe;

hol-

to spore apex; paraph-

secondary

8.

H-10,

on

covered with short,

apex acute,

spores

secondary

asci

tapering

obliquely

semi-trans-

obliquely

cy-

8-spored,
abruptly

uniseriate,

appendage

appendages

sep-

be-

ellip•

slender,

long and lash-like

appendage and, eccentrically,

to

dung from Panguitch,

Co.;

H-91 and H-97, on oow dung from the Trial
H-194, on sheep dung from Christmas

elongate-coni-

to olivaceous,

papilliform;

are

appendages.

scatteredt

dark brown, primary

H-22, on horse

Lake area,

Garfield

Summit Co.; and

Nea.dowa, Summit Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: !!, minuta is very similar
the size

ar•

cylindrical,

of .§:. lingu.iformis

features

supez·ficial,

to the tip of the primary

however,

dark brown

appendage broad,

attached

figure

the apsx of the spore.

vula,

spores obliquely

dung from Orem, Utah Co.;

upper portion

5-10 x 2 microns,

COLL~CTI01Ws

cylindri-

above toward an a-

stipe;

.microns, bluish•green

16-18 x 9-12 microns,

cylindrical,

II,

minuta Fuckel

D3SC1UPTI01i;

light

16-spored,

tapering

secondary

septate,

San Juan Co.; and H-32, on cow dung from Salina,

a.sci and the broad,

Sordaria

asci

flexuous,

28-30 x 16-17 microns,

~=2 microns,

on horse

transversely

with long,

primary

The distinguishing

DISCtH:.SION:

the 16-spored

slender

21-30 x 5-7 microns,

yses lack:.Lng.

cal,

covered

papilliform;

cute apex and below toward a long,
and opaque,

with short,

of the perithecia,

in appearance

asci

and spores

to!!_~-

are con-

30

Sordaria

ious,

£1losa

Moulton

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

to subglobose,

pyriform

olivaceous,

membranaceous,

brown rhizoids;

neck black,

covered with hyaline

x 3•4 microns;

to superficial,

480-600 x 350-500 microns,

a rather

embedded within

to lieht

aaci

semi-immersed

to short,

papilliform

brown, straight

a-spored,

clavate,

gregar-

brownish

to

dense growth of

conical,

hairs,

densely

measuring

50-140

200-220 x 30-36 microns,

broad-

ly rounded above, gradually tapering below toward a short, slender
stipe;
spores obliquely biseriate,
elliptical,
21-24 x 11•12 microns,
cylindrical,
dark green to brown, primary appendage short, slender,
ll-12

x 3-5 microns,

the tip

of the primary

the spore;
Valley

paraphyses

long, lash-like

appendage and, eccentrically,

tubular,

Co., Idaho.

DISCUSSIONi .§.!. pilo~~

Sordaria

about the perithecia

2iriform~!

DBSCRIPTION: Perithecia

IV, figure

crons;

asci

ed above,
liquely

glabrous,

8-spored,

tapering

biseriate,

brown, primary

clavate,

from a broad base,

150 x 6-7 microns,

120 x 13-20 microns;

olivaceous,

elliptical,

long,

secondary

to the tip

and, eccentrically,
paraphyses

pyri-

mem-

140-220 x 100-150 mi-

slender

cylindrical

appendages

neck.

semi-transparent,

34-36 x 16-18 microns•

broad,

hairy

scattered,

200-300 x 30•40 microns,

below toward a very long,

attached

by the dense

5.

immersed to erumpent,

long,

broadly

stipe;

spores

dark green

to aliehtly

tapering

of the primary

round-

gradually

appendaee,

tapering

and H-214, on horse

dung from the Payette

ob-

clavate,

to the apex of the spore,

tubular-ventricose,

to

130100-

upward.

COLLBCT!ONSsH-239, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa

Cruz Co., Arizona,

to

Lakes area,

and the prominent

smooth; neck cylindrical,

appendage

40-50 x 6-8 microns,

identified

Bayer

torm, 650-820 x 340-550 microns,

branaceous,

dung from the Payette

can be readily

ILLUSTRATIONS; Plate

to the apex of

septate.

COLLECTIONS: H-214, on horse

growth of rhizoids

appendages attached

secondary

Lakes

:n
Sordaria

Bilosa

Moulton

DESCRIPTION: Peri thecia.

ous, pyriform
ol1va.ceoua,

to subglobose,

membranaceous,

brown rhizoids;

neck black,

x ;-4 microns;

a.sci a-spored,

covered

embedded within

spores

brown, straight

dark green

ll-12

the tip

of the primary

the spore;

tapering

to brown, primary

x 3-5 microns,

long,

COLLBC?IONSi

growth of rhizoids

appendage

tubular,

DESCRIPTIONsPerithecia

short,

asci 8-spored,

bove,

tapering

ly biseriate,

primary

x 6-8 microns,
broad base,

7 microns,

20 micx·ons;

long,

secondary

attached

to the apex of

immersed to erumpent,

scattered,

appendages

to the tip

and eccentrically,

tf

long,

pyri-

membrm140-220 x 100-150 microns;
semi-transparent,
broadly

slender

stipe;

rounded a-

spores

dark green

to slightly

tapering

the primary

gradually

oblique-

to brown,

clavate

40-50

from a

appendage 150-150 x 6-

to the apex of the spore,

pa.ra.physes tubula.r•ventricose,

dense

hairy neck.

5.

34-36 x 16-18 microns,
cylindrical

to

Lakes ares,

and the prominent

Dayer

broad,

attached

by the

below toward a very long,

elliptical,

cylindrical,

appendages

200-300 x 30-40 microns,

clavate,

,.a.ppendage

slender,

identified

form, 650-820 x 340-550 microns, olivaceous,
aceoua, glabroust smooth; nook cylindrical,

broad-

slender

dung from the Payette

IVt figure

50-140

21-24 x 11-12 microns,

secondary

about the perithecia

:piriformis

densely

measuring

septate.

on horse

ILLOSXRATIOMS1
Plate
,Sordaria

hairs,

elliptical,

;e_ilosa. can be readily

DISCUSSION:

conical,

below toward a short,

lash-like

H-214,

Valley Go., Idaho.

brownish to
dense growth of

appendage and, eccentricallYt

pa1•aphysea

gre£;ari-

200-220 x 30-36 microns,

clavate,

biseriate,

obl"iquely

a rather

to short,

papilliform

ly rounded above, gradually
stipe;

to superficial,

480-600 x 350-500 microns,

to light

with hyaline

semi-immersed

tapering

100-120 x 13-

upward.

COLLE:CTIONS:H-239, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa

Cruz Co., Arizona and H-214, on horse dung from the Payette

Lakes

32
area,

Valley

Co.,

Idaho.

DISCUSSION: The broad,

companying lorig, broad,

piriformis

from the other

tapering

ILI.USTRATIONSsPlate
Sordaria

prominent

with short,

septate,

x 3-4 microns;

cal,

figure

(Griff.)

Sacc.

brown, hyaline-tipped

260-280 x 30-33 microns,

cylindrical;

broadly

of attachment;

46-52 x 22-29 microns,

a.ges extremely

long,

measuring

2•3 microns

lash-like,

pyriform,

upper portion

hairs,

asci

which measure 30-40
4-spored,

rounded abovet gradually

cylindri-

taper-

obliquely uniseriate,
oblong
dark green to brown, apiculate,

long and 4 microns wide, secondary
attached

160-220 x 10 microns;

620-1200

covered

spores

to elliptical,

apiculum minute,

scattered,

Jh

distinguish

genus.

membranaceous,

stout,

appendage with the ac-

appendages

7.

immersed,

olivaceous,

neck short,

ing below to point

of this

III,

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

x 500-600 microns,

secondary

species

taenoides

primary

pa.raphyses

appEnd-

to each end of the spore,
filiform,

abundant.

COLLECTIONS: H-236, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa

Cruz Co., Arizona..

DISCUSSION, The large,

oblong,

ive feature of this species.
ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate IIIt
Sordaria

vestita

figure

apiculate

spores

are a distinct-

a.

Zopf.

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia
semi-immersed to superfioia.l,
gregarious, pyriform to subglobose, 600-700 x 380-560 microns, whitish when

young, becoming li~ht

green and later

olivaceous

at maturity,

semi-

covered with long, flexuous hairs, though at
160-200 x 120-140 microns;
times glabrous; neck black, cylindrical,
180-210 x 40-45 microns, gradually
tapering
asoi a-spored, clavate,
bove toward an acute apex, and below toward a short, slender stipe;
transparent,

usually

spores biseriately
to irregularly
arranged within the ascus, elliptical, 30-32 x 20 microns, dark brown, primary appendage broad, cylindrical,
approximately
;ox 7 microns, tip of primary appendage bearing

a-

four short,

pendages

pointed,

attached

spreading

to spore apex.

secondary

appendages,

COLLECTIONS: li•5, on horse dung from Bluff,

and H-21, on cow dung from Panguitch,

Garfield

four similar

San Juan Co., H-15,

Co., Utah; and H-244,

on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa Cruz Co., Arizona.

-

DISCUSS!Oih

s.

vesti ta can be readily

~ent and shape of the secondary

ciously

The perithecia
to bits

ot this

appendages

species

x 400-500 microns,
flexuous,

length;

gradually

nonseptate,

asci 8-spored,
tapering

pendages
sheath.

Utah.

lacking,

entire

elliptical,

cylindrical,

perithecia

spore enclosed

of the closely

Thie species

is also quite

but is distinguished

primary

appendage.

ILLUSTRATIONSsPlate
Sordaria ep fl ?
DESCRIPTION: Peritheoia

coriaceous;

covered with fine,

up to 160 microns

slender

20 x 3 microns,

within

of!!.

related

oblique-

differentiating

immersed,

gelatinous

Garfield

Co.,

from the

~lobosa,

and,

the two species.

to both!.,_ montanensis

similar

figure

brown,

secondary ap-

l differs

species,!!_

from them on the basis

II,

spores

a hyaline,

SJ;?#,

in

apex acute,

stipe;

dung from Panguitch,

is the only major feature

800-900

36-40 x 24-26 microns,

DISCUSSIONS The hairy perithecia.

apparently

longer

slender,

slightly

densely

measuring

below toward a long,

very tena-

pyriform,

300-360 x 54-58 microns,

COLLECTIONS: H•35, on horse

glabrous

alpina,

clavate,

in two series,

primary appendaee

semi-transparent,

hairs

to the spore.

9.

210 x 140 microns,

hyaline

the arrange-

by

attached

immerBed, scattered,

olivaceous,

cylindrical,

ly arranged

attached

are usually

figure

III,

Sordaria s;e # l
DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

neok long,

recognized

of straw. in the substratum.

ILLUSTRATI0:NS1 Pl,ll:t

ap-

and.§:.

of a consistently

9.
gregarious,

globose

to pyri-

34

form, 400-550 x 380-450 microns,
traneparent,

sparsely

olivaceous,

covered with long,

thin,

flexuous,

brown hairs;

neck papilliform

tipped

which measure 130-240 x 2 microns;

the substratum,

hairs

250-spored,

to short,

covered with brownish,

broadly

few in a single

cylindrical,

ascocarp,

low toward a slender

stipe;

membranaceous,
hyaline

cylindrical,

septate,

rather

asci

projecting

straight,

spores

rounded

arranged

above,

above

approximately

230-280 x 46-50 microns,

broadly

to light

abruptly

in several

semit-

blunt-

relatively
tapering

series,

be-

broad-

microns, dark green to brown at maturity, primary appendage lacking,
long, slender,
secondary appendage attached to each end of the spore.
ly elliptical,

13-15 x 10.11.4

COLLBCTIONS: H-201 and H-208, on horse dung from the Payette

Lakes area,

Valley co.,

Idaho.

DISCUSSION: The 250-spored

primary appendage are important
ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

SEorormia DeNotaris

ial,

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

globose

ceous,

II,

usually

to pyriform,

asci

features
figure

which lack a

frequently

superfic-

ot this

species.

10.

illlL1ersed or less

glabrous

spores

containing

or hairy,

membranaoeous to coria-

black and opaque; neck papilliform

to cylindrical,

or hairy; asci 8-spored, cylindrical
to clavate to slightly
fusiform, dark brown, usually opaque, septa. transverse
or oblique, entire spore enclosed within a hyalinet
gelatinous
sheath, germ slit

glabrous

longitudinal

to diagonal.

Key to The Species

of S~orormia

1.

Spores

1.

Spores more than 4-celled••••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll
2.(

4-celled••••••••••••·••·•••••·••••·••••••·•••·•·••••

1)

uniseriate,
small,
19-21 microns long ••••••••••

Spores

snorormia Eulchella

2

p.43

35
1) Spores in two or more series,
25-100 microns long••••••••·••·•••••••••··••••••••••

2.(

;.(

2) Perithecia

and neck conspicuously

hairy •••••• ,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3

Sporormia

2ilosa

3.( 2) Perithecia
nearly

and neck glabrous or
so ••..••.........•..•.............•.•.•..••...•••.•••

4.(

3) Spores less

4.(

3) Spores more than 60 microns

4

than 60 microns

5

lor1g••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

long • .........

• •••••

p. 42

• •••••••.•••••••••••

•. • • . • • • . • • • • 9

5.( 4) Asci oylintirical,

abruptly tapering
below •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

6

5.( 4) Asoi clavate,
gradually
tapering
from
the broadest point near the apex toward
a more or less elongated
stipe·••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••

8

7.(

1.(

6.(

5) Spores 30•32 microns long, germ
slit longitudinal.•
••• ••• ••••••••

6.(

5) Spores 30-55 microns
slit

6) Spores

long,

germ

diagonal•••••••·••·•••••····••••·••••·•·•••••••

35-45 microns

long •••••••••••••

6) Sporas 49-55 microns

long ••••••••••••

a.(

5) Spores 35...41 microns long,
enda brofidly rounded •••••••••••

a.( 5)

Spores

,9poronai.8: ninima

43-50 microns

ends conspicuously

long,

acute •••••••

Sporormia

7

australis

Sporq,rm~.8: 1,~porina
-~~r,2.~

9.(

long••••••••••••s.12qrqr~~~

10.(

9) Apex of asci broadly
rounded, spores 13-15
microns wide ••••••••••••••••••

9) Apex of asci
16-18

microns

acute,

spores

wide •••••

P• 39

&.r1~biii,~1%
:P• 36

lone••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••lO

10.(

P•36

SEC'!.,t,orm!!
.!!!_!;.!?._rmedia
p.;a

9.( 4) Spores 60-90 microns
4) Spores 90-98 microns

:P•4l

longisE~~a

s;eororm1,a. kansensis

P•40
p. 38

, •••• S_por,orpt.!!,mee~@,lospor~ p. 40

36
11.(1)

Spor~s 7-celled

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

11.(l)

Spores 8-celled

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Spores 40-44 microns

long •••••••••

12.(ll)

Spores 49-54 microns

long •••••• sEorormia

to subglobose,
to slightly

spored,

clavate,

ually

tapering

septa

transverse,

arranged
arable,
center

cell

cells

americana

immersed to semi-immersed,

350-450 x 230-280 microns,

coriaceous,

glabrous;

145-160 x 18-20 microns,

below toward the point

in 2-3 series,

center

Sporormia vexans p.43

ambigua Nieasl.

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

naceous

Sporormia octomera p.42

12.(ll)

snorormia

globose

12

constrictions

cells

longer,

broadly

a length

8-

rounded above,
spores

grad-

4-celled,

dark bro\111,

segments easily

ovate to conical,

of approximately

reaching

asci

43-50 x 8-9.4 microns,

end cells

and one end cell

conspicuously

neck papilliform;

deep and broad,

oblong,

scattered,

dark brown, membra-

of attachment;

cylindrical,

p.37

equal

sep-

ends acute,

length,

other

of 16 microns,

end

germ slit

longitudinal,
entire spore enclosed within a hyaline, gelatinous
sheath; paraphyses filiform.
COLLECTIONS: H-174 9 on cow dung from the Kaiparowits Plateau,

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: The spores

and have distinctive

acute

of.!!,

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

globose,

brous;

IV, figure
Speg.

290-300 microns

in diameter,

neck papilliform

cal to very slightly
to truncate

crooked

leporina

Sporormia australis

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

above,

stipe;

tapering

spored 4-celled,

to the broadly

6.
to semi-immersed,

scatteredt

dark brown, membranaceous,

cylindrical;

asci

8-spored,

115-130 x 17-20 microns,

abruptly

long

which measure 35-41 microns

superficial

to short,

clavate,

ambigua measure 43-50 microns

This is in contrast

ends.

rounded ends of the spores

long.

h

of

broadly

below toward a short,

obliquely

arranged

in

gla-

cylindri-

rounded

slender•

2-3 series,

'37
series,

cylindrical,

ovate and broadly

cells

proximately

measuring
strictions

slightly
sheath;

Spring,

equal

mediate

rounded,

length

shallow

oblique,

paraphyses

center

center

cells

with the other

10-12 microns,

dark brown and opaque,

entire

spore enclosed

few in number, septate.

oblong,

Ea.st Escalante

Desert,

being

septa

germ slit

within

slightly

a hyaline,

which is only slightly

which is longitudinal

Also spores

diagonal.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

of.§..:_ austra11s

in contrast

oblique

and that

con-

to

gelatinous
Mile

Kane Co.; and H-122, on cow dung from

of Jh_ minima and -2!.intermedia.

minima).

under.§:_

longer,

longitudinal

DISCUSSION: The size of the spores of.§..,_ australie

cussion

of ap-

transverse,

Kane Co., Utah.

between those

end

and one end cell

end cell

and of medium breadth,

cells

COLLECTIONS; H-62, and H-146, on cow dung from Fifty

Hole-in-the-Rock,

slit

35-48 x 8-10 microns,

of .§.L intermedia

IV, figure

to that

are inter-

(See the dis-

have a germ

of.§..:. m!nima

which is distinctly

7.

Sporormia americana Griff.
DESCRIPTION&Perithecia
immersed to semi-immersed, scattered,
pyriform to somewhat fusiform, 400-475 x ;oo-350 microns, black thick
and coriaceous,
glabrous;
neck papilliform
to short, cylindrical;
asci
8-apored,

cylindrical

broadly

rounded above,

lindrical

to slightly

ter

oblong,

crooked stipe;
third

cell

cells

gradually

tapering

7-celled,

fusiform,

from apex enlarged,

tapering

septa transverse,

easily

spores

to slightly

separable,

spore enclosed

end cells

constrictions

within

rapidly

obliquely

below toward a short,

9 microns

arranged

cell

dark brown,
long,

cycen-

long and 6-7 microns wide

toward either

end, ends acute,

medium in depth and breadth,
gelatinous

slender,

in 2•3 series,

wide and 7 microns

9 microns

longitudinal

a hyaline,

165-180 x 21-23 microns,

49-54 x 9-11 microns•

ovate,

from enlarged

germ slit

clavate,

to slightly
sheath.

COLLECTIONS: H-85, on horse dung from Fifty

oblique,

aeements

Mile Spring,

entire

East

;a
Escalante

Deeert,

mont River area,

Kane Co.; and H-170, on porcupine

Wayne Co., Utah

DISCUSSION: .2..!.
americana

by the longer

spores

in contrast

50 microns

Plate

IV, figure

Sporormia !ntermedia

black,

thick

and coriace

x 70-80 microns,

stipe;

broadly

ranged in 2-3 series,
center cells oblong,

end cells

verse,

shallow and quite

rounded ends,

ble,

constrictions

germ slit

atinous

various

sheath.

cylindrical,

cells

entire

cylindrical,

aaci a-spored,

4-celled,

obliquely

49-55 x 11-12 microns,

of approximately

diagonal,

dark brown to

50-65
cy-

rounded above, abruptly

spores

ovate,

gregarious,

slightly

tapered

eqw:..l length,

broad,

spore enclosed

dark brown,

toward broadly
septa

segments easily
within

ar-

trans-

a hyaline,

separa-

gel-

COLLSCTIONS:H•44, H-49, H.60, H-75, H-80, H-147, and H-192, on
kinds

of dung.

Very common and widely distributed

DISCUSSION: Some of the species

under certain
almost

all

neck short,

above the substratum;

below toward a short

tapering

in diameter,

gla.brous;

140-165 x 25-30 microns,

lindrical,

which measure

immersed to semi-immersed,

nit,~

of

8.

200-250 microns

protruding

species

Auersw.

DESCRIPTION: Peritheeia
to subglobose,

from Jh_ vexans

which measure inemess

to those of the latter

ILLUSTRATI0145:

globose

can be distinguished

of the former species

less than 45 microns long.

dung from the Pre-

environmental

conditions.

of Sporormi~ were found only

Jh intermedia

every area from which collections

cal aseit

the diagonal

lands

It can be distinguished
germ slit,

asoi and spores.
ILLUSTRATION~: Plate

or desert

readily

and the intermediate

IV, figure

was found in

were taken from the alpine

zone of the Uinta Mountains to cultivated

at lower elevations.

in Utah.

by

environments

the cylindri-

sizes

of the

9.

Sporormia kansensis Griff.
DESCRI:PTIOlh
::Perithecia immersed to semi-immersed,

scattered,

39
globose,

450-500 microns

glabroua;

;5 microns,

nook papillitorm;

short•

rather

center

cells

broadly

cells

asci

rounded above,

stout,

ranged in 2•3 aeries,

all

in diameter,

oblong,

8-spored,

crooked stipe;
cylindrical,

end cells

of approximately

black,

gradually

thick

and coriaceous,

cylindrical,

220-230 x 30-

tapering

spores

below toward a

4-celled,

obliquely

64-70 x 13-15 microns,

oblong-ovate

equal length,

with broadly

septa

transverse,

tions very deep and broadt segments easily separable,
gitudinal
to slightly
oblique, entire spore enclosed
gelatinous

sheath;

paraphyaes

lacking.

COLLECTIONS: H-68, on cow dung from Fifty

ar-

dark brown,

rounded ends,
constric-

L'--'..l slit

lon-

a hyaline,

within

Mile Spring,

East Es-

Kane Co.; H-223, on horse dung from Orem, Utah co., Utah; and H-242, on cow dung from Sycamore Canyon, Santa Cruz Co.,
Arizona.
calante

Desert,

DISCUSSION, Sporormia kanseneis

is very similar

to ,2:..megalos2ora but can be distinguished

narrower

spores

and broadly

rounded ascus

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

ssorormia leporina

IV, figure

Niessl.

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

immersed,

microns

in diameter,

drical,

140-150 x 18-20 microns,

ceous• glabrous;

pering

uniseriate

neck papilliform;

spores

below,

cells

ously longer,

septa

depth,

4-celled,

cylindrical,

paque, center
cell

dark brown to black

below from the broadest

crooked stipe;

10.

oblong,

asci

broadly

portion

from that species by the
tips in the former species.

scattered,

and opaque,

8-spored,

slightly

clavate

200-340
coria-

to subcylin-

ta-

near the apex toward a short,
arranged

35-41 x 7-9 microns,
ovate,

center

above,

obliquely

dark brown and ocells

and one end

with the other

end cell

germ slit

longitudinal,

entire

COLLECTIONS• H-141, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits

Plateau,

of approximately

equal length

globose,

rounded above, gradually

biaeriately

end cells

in appearance

transverse,

segments not easily

spore enclosed

within

constrictions

separable,

a hyaline

9

gelatinous

conspicu-

broad and of medium

sheath.

40

Kane Co., and H-183, on porcupine

dung from Christmas

Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: The im1:iortant distinguishing
leporina
are the clavate asci, the transverse
iate

spore eize • .§.:. a.mbi~ua is quite

Meadows, Summit

or~

features

and the intermed-

septa,

similar

in appearance

segregated on the basis of its larger spores.
ILLUSTRATIONS; Plate IV, figure 11.
S~oroz:mia longiSEO~~ Cain

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

pyriform
thick

to subglobose,

and coriaceous,

in the center

crooked stipe;
slightly

cells

center

oblong-ovate,

tapering

arranged

96-97 x 14-16 microns,

segments easily

septate,

within

rapidly

Desert,

in 3-4 series.
center

septa

cells

transverse,

separable,

germ slit

gelatinous

branched.

Kane Co., and H-167, on calf

Kane Co., Utah.

figure

spores.

SEorormia megalospora

DESCRIPTION: Perithecia

500 microns

glabrous;

in diameter,

neck short,

x 25-30 microns,

Auersw.

immersed,

cylindrical,

wide; asci

apex acute,

than the

constrictions

longitudinal,

paraphyses

en-

East Es-

readily

by the

12.
scattered,

membranaceous to coriaceous,

broad,

long and 200-240 microns

II,

longer

end

to

dung from the Ka.iparowits

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

4-celled

oblong,

Mile Spring,

can be distinguished

long,

cylindrical

sheath;

DISCUSSION; This species

extremely

broadest

below to a short,

rounded and slightly

a hyaline,

freely

to long and cy-

170-270 x 34-40 microns,

apex acute,

ends broadly

scattered,

dark brown to black,

ps.pilliform

COLLECTIONS, H-71, on cow dung from Fifty

Plateau,

;00-;20

neck short

dark brown and opaque,

spore enclosed

filiform,

clavate,

spores 4-celled,

fusiform,

cells,

calante

gla.brous;

portion,

deep and broad,
tire

600-800 x 325-425 microns,

a.sci a-spored,

lindrical;

immersed to semi-immersed,

but can be

measuring

8-spored,

gradually

subglobose,
black

450-

and opaqu~

135-200 microns

cylindrical
tapering

to clavate,

below toward

41

a narrow stipe;

spores

center

cells

broad,

segments easily

proximately
closed
Spring,

cylindrical,

oblong to subglobose,

equal length,

within

a hyaline,

East Escalante

septa

end cells

gelatinous

Plateau,

DISCUSSION: This species

to black,

60 microns•

can be differentiated
its

by

constrictions

stipe;

30-32 x 5 microns,

oblong,

end cells

ovate,

sheath;

paraphyses

entire

longitudinal,

related

obliquely

arranged

segments easily

of approximately
few.

within

from Panguitch,

Teton Co.,

Idaho.

si~e and from..§.!. leporina
ILLUSTRA'.Uorrn,

Plate

and

h

IV, figure

13.

center

cells

germ slit

gelatinous

Co., H-23, from Sa-

Kano Co., Utah; and

All were collected

by the cylindrical

transverse,

equal length,

Garfield

intermedia

90-100 x

in 2-3 series,

separable,

DISCUSSION: ..§.!_minima can be differentiated

A!. australis

100 x 50-

below toward a

septa

a hyaline,

seat-

dark brown

clavato,

tapering

Co.; H-117, from Hole-in-the-Rook,

species

Mile

immersed,

dark brown to black,

spore enclosed

filiform,

H-101, from Tetonia,
dung.

all

COLLBCTIONSsH•l6t
Sevier

rapidly

4-oelled,

deep and broad,

spore en-

approximntoly

to slightly

rounded above,

spores

entire

200-275 x 100-150 microns,

cylinctr:ica.l

cylindrical,

lina,

to partially

irmuersed

a.sci

stout

deep and

l.

n~ck long and cylindrical,

broadly

of ap-

from the closely

wider spores.

V, figure

to subglobose,
a-spored,

cells

on cow dung :from Fifty

glab:rous;

14-17 microns,
short,

diagonal,

Kane Co., Utah.

DESCRIPTION: Peri theeia
pyriform

constrictions

sheath.

Spar~'1!ll minima Auersw.

tered,

all

Kane Co., and H-165, H-178, on cow dung

Desert,

ILLUSTRATIONSi Plate

ovate,

germ slit

and H-126,

species•..§.!_ kansensis,

69-73 x 16-18 microns,

transverse,

separable,

COLL\.•;CTIO.NSsH-7o,

from the Kaiparowits

related

4-oelled,

from the closely

by the

asei.

from cow

smaller

spore

42

S2orormia

ritorm,

octomera Auersw.

DESCRIPTION• Perithecia

im.~ersed,

350-500 x 300-350 microns,

ous,, gla.brous;

25 microns,
short,

s: ·

neck papilli:form;

broadly

"red stipe;

with the long axis

53 x ,9-10 microns,
ing 8 microns

tn1nsverse,

diagonal,

gradually

dark brown, third

constrictions

filiform,

septate,

eell

clavate,

tapering

below toward a

to slightly

longer

separable,

rounded,

DISCUSSIONS The 8-oelled

octomera

from other

species

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

gelatinous

globose,

and coriaceous,

light

brown hairs

itheoia.

olavate

covered

than the asoi.

rounded above,
stipe;

lindrical,

spores

eubglobose,

IV, figure

closed

obliquely

constrictions
longitudinal

a hyaline,

all

pyriform

dark brown to black

arranged

and opaque,

rather

8-spored,

in 2-3 series,

deep and broad,

to slightly

eelatinous

sheath;

broadly

slender,

cells

of approxime.tely

oblong to

equal

entire

paraphyses

curved

fusiform-cy-

segments easily

oblique,

of per•

straightt

asci

dark brown, center

cells

to sub-

neck and upper portion

bolow towu·d a short,

54-64 x 12-13 microns,

within

scattered,

260-340 x 23-33 microns,

tapering

ovate,

2.!.

14.

immersed,

cylindrical,

end cells

Plateau,

differentiate

which measure 40-50 x 3-4 microns;

4-celled,

germ slit

readily

neck papilliforra,

rapidly

septa transverse,

arable,

spores

with an abundance ot blunt-tipped,

to slizhtly

septa

dung from Christmas Meadows, Summit

400-800 x 250-400 microns,

thick

measur-

sheath;

of the genus .§:e.9rormia.

SRorormia 2tlo~a Cain
DESCRIPT!ONi :Peritheoia

43-

germ slit

COLLBCTIONSaH-59, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits

Co., Utah

parallel

fusiform,

ends broadly

within a hyalinet

Kane Co., a.nd H-185, on porcupine

coriace-

from apex enlarged,

wide,

slightly

to py-

120-130 x 23-

in 2.. 3 series

segments easily

deep,

spore enclosed

arranged

cylindrical

long and 9-10 microns

entire

paraphyses

a.sci 8-spored,

a-celled,

of the asous,

subglobose

membranaceous to slightly

rounded above,
apores

scattered,

length,

sep-

spore en-

filiform,

43

abundant.
COLLECTIOUS: H-134

Escalante

Desert,

t

on horse

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: This species

hairy perithecia.

dung from Fifty

can be recognized

ILLUSTRATIOWS:
Plate IV, figure
~~oror~i~ puchell~

microns

asci

in diameter,

8-spored,

above•

tapering

4-celled,

6-7 microns,

vate,

slightly

rounded•

separable,

dark brown and opaque,
narrower

transverse,

entire

filiform,

and longer

center

The small,

features

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

neck papilliform;
slender,

cells

cells,

IV, figure

broadly

of this

cylindrical,

oblong,

wide, gradually

asci

8-spored,

stipe;

spores

gradually

?-celled,

tapering

41-44 x 6-9 microns,

ueasuring

end cells

tapering

6-7 microns

spores

from enlarged

are

obliquely

impor-

250-300

glabrous;

120•130 x 19-21 mi-

below toward a short,
arranged

dark brown, third

long and 6-9 microns

ovate measuring

Kane Co.,

membranaceous,

clavate,

o-

sheath;

pyri:form,

scatttired,

broadly

19-21 x

ends broadly

species.

15.

immersed,

stipe;

end cells

gelatinous

arranged

dark brown to olivaceous,

rounded above,

crooked

enlarged

Perithecia.

rounded

segments not readily

a hyaline

uniseria.tely

used in the identification

x 175-225 microns,

apex

curved

COLLgCTIONS: H-2lt on cow dung from Hole-in-the-Rock,

DBSCHIPTIONs

series,

broadly

oblong,

shallow,

SQoror~i.!, vexans Auersw.

crons,

colls

300 ...400

neck papilliform;

slender,

than the center

within

septate.

globose,

fusiform-cylindrical,

constrictionG

spore enclosed

DISCUSSIO}h

tant

membrana.cec,us, 6 lnbroua;
110-120 x 11•12 microns,

uniseriate,

the extremely

by

scs.ttered,

imnersed,

below toward a short,

obliquely

septa

paraphyses
Utah.

cylindrical,

rapidly

spores

black,

East

2.

Hansen

Perithecia

DESCRIPTION,

Mile Spring,

in 2-3
cell

wide,

from

center

8 micron~ long and 5 microns

cell

to~ard

either

end, ends

44
broadly

rounde~ septa

ments easily

transverse,

separable,

in a hyaline,

constrictions

germ slit

gelatinous

diagonal,

paraphyses

sheath;

deep and broad,

entire

filiform,

COLLBCTIOI'JS:H-131, on cow dung from Fifty
Desert,

K.me Co.;

Christmas

Meadows, Summit Co., Utah

related

DISCUSSIOlh

species,

!!., vexa.ns can be differentiated

Jh. a.merioa.na by the smaller
V, figure

ZzgosRermella Cain

DESCRIPTION:Perithecia

stroma;

neck olivaceous

tional

internal

the ends,

membrane; spores

gelatinous

lacking;

gelatinous

sheath

z~~osnermella

semi-transparent,

approximately

bristle-like

broadly

rounded above,

slender

stipe;

spores

hairs

without

containing

broadly

rounded at
dark

to each end of the spore,

abundant.

neck black,

olivaceous

cylindrical,

scattered,

to brown,

measuring

with brown, nonseptate,

which measure 40-100 x 4-8 microns;

gradually

a

a func-

without

immersed to semi-immersed,

to slightly
2-celled,

dung from

immersed or

Cain

covered

dung from

at the septum,

800-1200 x 450-580 microns,

210-185 microns,

East

at each end of the spore,

located

paraphyses

merobranaceous;

cylindrical

oblong,

appendage attached

setosa

straight,

8-spored,

or hairy,

at maturity,

constricted

circular,

DESCRIPTION, Perithecia
to pyriform,

2-celled,

uniseptate,

small,

long hyaline,

or greearious,

glabrous

with-

from the closely

to dark brown and opaque; asci

brown, germ pores

globose

scattered

at the apex, stretching

transversely

spores.

3.

membranaceous to coriaceous,

small perforation

Mile Spring,

Wayne Co.; and II-192, on porcupine

ILWSTRATIONS: Plate

erumpent,

septate.

H-171, and H-227, on porcupine

Escalante

the Fremont River area,

spore enclosed

seg-

olavate,

tapering

obliquely

asci

330-400 x 28-38 microns,

below toward a long,

arranged

in 2 series,

oblon&

45
46-49 x ll-12
broad,

segments easily

cylindrical,
spore-wall

&lightly
Co.,

Co.,

microns,

hyaline

brown, septum transverse,
separable,

longer

each end of spore bearing

appendage which measures

shows one crossline

in each cell;

than the asci.

constriction

C0LL1~CTI0.NS: H-35, H-36, on horse

DISCUSSION:

appendaged

spores.

h

setosa

ILLUSTRATIOrrns Plate

is readily

v,

fieure

paraphyses

filiform,

dung from l?anguitch,

recognized
4.

a long,

30--50 x 7-9 microns,

Utah and H-212, on sheep dung from the Payette

Idaho.

deep and

Lakes area,

hy

Garfield

Valley

the 2-celled,

46

Series
A single

order,

Pezizales,

Discomyceteae
is represented.

Order Pezizales
Key to The Genera of The Order Pezizales
l.

Asci a~spored•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1.

Asci more than 8-spored•••••••••••••••••••••••••Rhyparobius

2.(1)

2.(1)

Spores brown at maturitY••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Spores hyaline

so

at maturitY•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3.(2) Spores united
;.(2)

or nearly

into a spore mass••••••••••••••••••Sacoobolus

Spores not united

p. 68

3
4

P•7o

into a spore mass••••••••••·••••Ascobolus

P•47

4.(2)

Apothecia glabrous or if hairy,
hairs slender and flexuous ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5

4.(2)

Apothecia covered with conspicuous bristle-like
hairs•••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••·•••

6

5.(4) Apothecia
5.(4)

2

small, not exceeding 5mm.
in diameter•••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••~scophagus

Pec.:;l

Apothecia usually larger than 5 mm. in
diameter••••••••••••••••••••·•·••••••••••••••••••••••Peziza

P-66
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Ascobclus

Pers.

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

substrate,

sessile

smooth or pilose;

to substipitate,

to clavate

maturity,

smooth or sculptured,

aline

warts,

soft,

hymenium place

lindrical

to convex;

to subovoid;

spores

when young, becoming blue or purple,

together.

ridges

or crevices;

paraphyses

l.

immersed in the

or waxy; excipulum

fleshy

asci

4- to a-spored,

cy-

hy-

to subglobose,

elliptical

sculpturing

Key to The Species
1.

or partially

superficial

fading to brown or black at

slender

variable,

consisting

and usually

adhering

of

of Ascobolus

Spore sculpturing
consisting
of anastomosin, ridges and crevices,
apotheoia
yellow or yellowish •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Spore sculpturing

consisting

or spines ........................

2

ot warts

, ................................

4

2.(l)

Apothecia cylindrical,
spores
50-60 microns long••••••••••••·••••Ascobolus

2.(1)

Apothecia discoid to scutellate,
spores less than 25 microns long ..............................

3.(2)

Apothecia

greenish

3.(2)

Apotheoia

ochraceous

4.(1)

immdrsus p.49
3

Ascobolus alaber

yellow .......................

to yellowish •••• Ascobolus

Spore sculpturing
consisting
of minute warts, asci broadly
clavate ......................................

Ascobolus candidus

asci cylindrical
to slightly
clavate .........................................

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

bose when young,

400-600 microns

superficial,

becoming cylindrical

in diameter,

fleshy;

p.49

stercorarius

4 ..(1) Spore sculpturing
consisting
of prominent warts or spines,
Ascobolus candidus Schrot.

p.48

Ascobolus

sessilet

and later

excipulum

Ul

gregarious,

discoid

white

sp.

p ..47

glo-

at maturity,

to colorless,

p.50

48
smooth, glabrous,
in diameter;

composed of angular

hymenium similar

becoming dotted

black at maturity,

spored, broadly

cells

in color

roughened

olavate,

10-20 microns

to the excipulum when young,

over with the maturing
convex,

measuring

asci

until

almost

the protruding

by

90-110 x 26-31 microns,

broadly

entirely

asci;

asci

8-

rounded a-

bove, rapidly tapering below toward a short stipe; spores irregularly
arranged in the ascus, elliptical
to slightly
fusiform, 18-19 x 9-10
microns, ends narrowedt light brown, sculptured,
sculpturing
consisting of minute warts;
in diameter

Utah,

clavate,

below and 3-4 microns

DISCUSSION; In contrast
of A.!_ s~.

whioh reach a length

ILLUSTRATIONSs Plate
Ascobolus glaber

in diameter

slender,

2 microns

above.

to the spores

l

consists

become soutellate

to discoid,

greenish-yellow,

measuring

furfuraceous,

superficial,

black at maturity,
tapering

below to point

broadly

arranged

longitudinally

anastomosing

network on the surface
branched,

microns

slender,

in diameter

ridges

measuring

war~s or

glo-

expanding

composed of globose

to

excipulum
cells

hymenium lemon yellow when young,
asci

until

spores

elliptical,

sculpturing

of the spore;

above.

fleshy;

almost

rounded to truncate

in the ascus,

pale brown, sculptured,

and later

to convex, asci

of attachment;

to irregularly

crons,

glabrous,

oonoave to plane

the

gregarious,

.5-2 l'!lln. in diameter,

over with the maturing

150-180 x 20-26 microns,

candidus,

sessile,

cylindrical,

25.30 microns in diameter;

becoming dotted

h

5.

V, figure

bose when young, becoming slightly

of

of very prominent

of 1 micron.

Pers.

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

tate,

septate,

COLLECTIONSsH-45, and H-46, on horse dung from Orem, Utah Co.,

spore-sculpturing
spines

paraphyses

8-spored,

paraphyses

2 microns

clavate,

above, gradually

uniseriate

to biseriate

19-25 x 10-13 mi-

consisting

and crevices

entirely

of prominent

forming a reticulate
slightly

in diameter

clavate,

sep-

below and 2-3

49
COLLECT:rons, n-el::';, H...94, on cow dung from Trial

m.1t co.; H-114, on eow dung from Hole-in-the
cow dung from t.\'ir:row Lake, Summit Co.,

from the F~yette

l~kes sreat

epore-soul.pturins

llU'e

striking

It,LUS'.l'RATIONS1 Plate

Rock, Kane Co.; H-153, on

Uta,h and H-202,

Valley Co., !d~ho

The greenish-yellow

l)!DCtJS.SIONi

tako a:rea.1 sum-

ap0thecia.

chs.ri'lcte:r:istics

V, figure

6.

on b•ar

and the

pronitnent

of !.:.,. ilab~z:•

A•co~oiu~
1!!£~•t•.Y!Fors.

thickly

it1,

DE$CRI.P'rIOth

gregarious,

to strongly

truding

broadly

convex,

half

hymenium similar
roughen*d

aso:t. at maturi.t;,v; asci

olavate,

idly tapering
tneir

in oolor to the exeipu.lum, plane

by the very

a-spored,

x 90-lOO microns,

below to point

length

large,

ly to diagonally

the surface

of attachment,

aculptured,

anaetomoeine

lines

common and widely

DISCUSSlONt Thit
cylindrical

epo:ree projecting

some aborting,

broadly rounded above, rapprojecting

approximately

in the ascue,

elliptical,
becoming violet,,
and le.ter

consi$Une ot longitud:!ns.l•

which form a reticulate
cylindrical,

pattern

very slender,

M-37, H-53, H-89, H-98, H-102, u-12:,,

COLtECTl014$t H-le,

large,

sculpturing

of the Bpore; paraphyeee

Very

pro-

above the su:t·faoe of the hyu1enium a.ii maturity;

crone in dianteter.
and a-220.

dtitrk colored,

oocaaiona.lly

spores b1seria.tely to 1rr•gularly
arranged
50-60 x 30-:,; microns, hyaline when youne,

bi-own at maturity,

at matur-

fleecy; exctpulum pale yellow to greenish•
composed ot ansular cells measuring ;.1; mi-

smooth, glabrous,

crons in diameter;

sessile,

gl.obose when young, becoming cylindrical

.5-2 mm. in diameter,

yellow,

semi-immersed to superficial,

Apothacia

dung

distributed

thrOU[(hout

$peCi$S ean be r~co5nized

a.1Jothecia with the prominent,

above the hymeniwn.

ILLUSTHATIOIHS, Plate

V, figure

Asoobolu& st1rcora.ri~f3 (Bull.)

DESCRI1''1'l0Ih Apotbeoia

readily

on

2 mi•

H-144

Utah.

by the very

dark-colored

asco-

7.

superficial,

Schrot.

sessile,

thickly

gregarious,

50

globose when young, becoming cylindrical
come scutellate

excipulum whitish
ot angular

in color

cells

to discoid

at maturity,

to the excipulum,

to slightlr

lindrical

ices;

clavate,

over with the

tapering

to irregularly

of longitudinally,

occasionally

18-21 x 9-ll

paraphyaes

microns,

olavate,

truncate

180-250 x 18-25 microns,

spores bi8eriately

3-4 microns in diameter
area,

fleshy;

.

when young, becoming dotted

somewhat acute above, gradually

sisting

1-2 mm. in diameter,

to yellowish to ochraoeous, ftu:·furaceous, composed
measuring 10-20 microns in diameter; hymenium similar

asei

sJ.ightly

tical,

expanding to be-

until almost entirely
black at maturity• plane to
convex, roughened by the protruding
asei; asci 8-spored,

maturing

atipe;

and later

below toward a long,

arranged

pale brown, sculptured,

slender,

2-3 microns in diameter

above.

-f

-

DISCUSSIONs A. steroorarius
can be differentiated
................................

cand!du~ and

reticulate

L. sp.

by the

network of ridges

The ochraceous

yellow apotheoia

apothecia

of

larger,

and crevices

L.

eteroorarius

v,

figure

of A.!.glaber.

ILLUSTRATIONSsPlate

Ascobolus sp. # ¼
DESCRIPTIOlh Apothecia

below and

fleshy;

excipulum

similar

in color

posed of angular

at maturity,

differs

measuring

and the

of the spores.

from the greenish

sessile,

and later

gregarious,

exp~ding

,oo-500 microns

slightly

in diameter,

smooth, glabrous,

5-20 microns in diameter;

asoi at maturity,

roughened by the protruding
clavate

a.sci;

to slightly

asci

-

from A.

plane

to slightly

8-spored,

cylindrical,

glo-

to

com-

hymenium

to the exoipulum when young, becoming slightly

ened by the maturing
coming abortive,

on the aurface

white to somewhat colorless,

cells

apothecia

Lake

a.

super:ficialt

bose when young, becoming cylindrical

become somewhat discoid

yellowish

con-

and crev-

C01L8CTIONSs H-78 and H-83, on deer dung from the Trial

Summit Co., Utah.

ellip-

sculpturing

ridges

to

stout

in the asous,

anaatomosing,

cy-

convex,

occasionally

dark-

some be-

180-200 x 20-25 mi•

51
crons,

to stout

broadly

Stipe;

in the ascus,

baco:ming violet

rounded above, gradually
spores

elliptical,

and form a reticulate

face of the spore;

Utah.
of this

w1:..1·tsor spines

pa.raphyses

which

sliBhtly

reach a length

above.

lines

slender,

species.

These p:roj_,ctions
warts,

appearing

reticulate

a distinct

pattern

scutellate

at maturitYt

smooth to minutely

when young, later
less

roughened,

to biseriate

uniseriate

elliptical,

in one species

globose

hyaline

apiculate;

4-to

paraphyses

slender

spines

below,

or

fleshy;

excipulum

convex,

margin

arranged

in the

similar

to clavate

smooth or minutely

cylindrical

to

to become discoid

to strongly

to irregularly

to subhyaline,

above, usually

expanding

cylindrical

spores

asci

Co.,

sessile

8-spored,

void;

indistinct;

superficial,

hymenium usually

concave to plane

in

is distinctive

glabrous;

to the excipulum,

2 microns

of the spore.

than 2 mm. in diameter,

color

on the sur-

than the areu between and

on the surface

coprophilua,

of l micron

as blunt-tipped

V, fi{;.;ure 9.

ILLUSTRATIONS;Plate

globose

darker

consist-

Garfield

spore sculpturing

may appear

arranged

when young,

sculpturing

clavate,

in diameter

DI~CUSSION: Xhe very prominent

substi:pitate,

species

hyaline

COLLECTIONS; H-14, on cow dung from Panguitch,

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

ascus,

to irregularly

of broad anastomosing

pattern

Ascophanu~ Boud.

usually

below toward a medium

pale bz·own, sculptured,

below and 2-3 microns

or as cylindrical
leaves

to biseriate

19-25 x 10-14 microns,

and later

ing of very prominent

diam~ter

uniseriate

tapering

to clavate,

hy~line

in

too-

rou:::;hene4
in one

or colored.
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Key to The Species of AscoEhanu~
l.

Spores apiculate••••·••••••••••••••4.~ooEhanus

l.

Spores not apiculate

••••••••••••••

holmskJoldii

•-•••••••••••••••••••••••••

2.(

1) Apothecia cinereus•••••••••••••Asco2han~s

2.(

l) Apothecia

P• 58
2

oinereus

p.56

3

not cinereus •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3.(2)

Apotheoia flesh-colored

;.(2}

Apotheoia neither flesh-colored
nor orange.. • • . • • • • • • • • . ... • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . . • • • . • . • • • 5
4.(

:,) Spores 19-22 microns long,
sculptured ••••••••••••••••••••••

4.(

;) Spores lO•ll microns long,
smooth •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5.(3) Apotheoia
5.(3)

to orange••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Spothecia
6.(

J\,scoEhanus carneus

7.(6)

to brightly

5) l?i,.raph;ysea strongly

9.(8)

Spores 10-12 microns
Spores

colored •••••••••••••••••••••••••
ctL'Ved

above ••••••••

long ••• ., •••••••••

5•7 microns long.• ••••••••••••

.,......

P• 59

;A,s0012haz;i~e
t:;laucellus

P• 57

yellowish

8.(

5) Apothecia

brown•••••••·•••••••••••••••••··•••••·•••••11

10. ( 9) Spores

••••••• 7

• .p._s~~:phatt'!!§.
lacteus

5) Apothecia

Asci cylindrical

8

arg~nt~us p.53

8.(

to ochraceous ••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

9. (8) Asoi cla.va.te •••••••••••••••••••••
15-20 mtcrons

Spores 7-9 microns

9
10

,Asco1.2ha;nu,Aa,ranuliformia

P• 58

ochracaoU!

P• 60

Aso02hanus c2satii

P• 56

long •••• Al!loonh~

10.( 9) Spores 9-10 microns long ••••••••
ll.(8)

6

white to whitish•••••••••••·•••••••••••·•••••••••••
pallid

p.54

Aseopha.nu~ aurora p.53

6.( 5) Pataphyses not strongly QUMFed
above•••••••••••••••~••••••••••~s~9~hanus
7.(6)

4

long••••••••••••~sc<:?l?_han~~

,P.iorosEorou~ P•60

53
ll.(8)

Spores 16-21 microns

long••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l2

12.(11)

Apotheciu dark brown, excipulum roughened•••••·•••·•••··••!.seoEh~~'!!

12. (11)

Apothecin.
licht
brown, exoipulum smooth.• ••• • ...........
, .A'-'!qo;ehanue

cervar...!.!!.§ P•55

ft

DESCfU:PTION:

bose when youn2;,

;oo microns

glabrous,

crons

Apothecia.

lat.er

expandinJ

in diameter,

composed

short,

broadly

slender

in the ascus,

physes clavate,
in diameter

Utah.

whitish

stipe;

asci

to t!le e:xoipulum,

8-spored,

elliptical,

spore& biseriately
2 microns

strongly

straight.

curved

of similar

The spores

the a.picas

Plate

~~qo~han½~ aurora

700 microns

glabroue,

microns

i:n diameter,

(Crouan)

in diameter;

those

Salina.,

Sevier

of

h

Co.

have

by other

and!.:,. ~laucell~s

a.r 1,~e11teus a.re

are much smaller

are

(5-7 x 3-4 mi-

10

Boud.

superficial,

expanding

fleshy;

composed of angular

from

which measure 10-12 x 7-9 microns

V, figure

DBSCRIPTIONi Apothecia

bose when. youncr, later

while

with-

smooth; para-

and !J. gla.ucellus

of Ju_ la.oteus

of A:._~laucellus

than those of.!.!. lacteus

IL1US1'RATIONS1

arranged

size but can he differentiated

The paraphyses

toward

50-60 x 15-

below and 4-5 lliicrons

on cow dung

DISCUSSION: !!, ,u;.~anteua, !!., lacteus

convex,

below towa1·d a

hya.linet

in di~meter

COLLi.i.:Cl'IOHS: H-30 and H-119•

apotheoia.

ale.va.te,

to irregularly

10-12 x 6-7 microns,

elendcr,

smooth,

which rnea.sure 7-10 mi-

cells

in color

a.sci;

to white,

rounded above, grnduf.>.lly tapering

above.

characteristics.

crons)

anc;ular

hynoniu:m sh1ilar

roughened by the protruding

pallid

glo-

at m..i::.turity, 200-

dir,coid

excipulum

or irregularly

in diameter;

20 microns,

to becwie

fleshy;

gregarious,

sessile,

auperfici~•.l,

P•54

~.!.ml™

to become

sessile,
diecoid

excipulum bright

to subclobose

hymenium similar

~ells

in color

scnttered,

at maturity,

orange,

glo-

400-

smooth,

which measure 10-15

to the excipulum,

54

plane
vate,

to convex,

roughened by the protruding

80-100 x 16•18 microns,

ing below toward a long,

to irregularly

arranged

7•8 microns, hyaline,
slightly

above,

broadly

slender

within

stipe;

a.sci a ...spored,

a.sci;

rounded above, gradually

the asci,

spores

smooth; paraphyses

2-; microns in diameter.

broadly

uniseriate

slender,

COLLU:CTIONS:H-162, on cow dung from the Ka.iparowits

Kane Co.,, Utah.

DISCUSSION:

or~nge,

fleshy,

h

can be recognized

aurora

glabrous

apothecia.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

V, figure

DESCRIPTION: Apothec1a superficial,

diameter,

fleshy;

hymenium light
cylindrical,

brown to tan,

plane

tapering

uniseriate,

diameter

below, and 2-3 microns

paraphyses

elliptical,

clavate,

slender,

to concave,

Plateau,

truncate

to broadly

stout

freely

in diameter

furfuraceous,

stipe;

branched,

above.

globose

4•5 mm. in

smooth; asoi

16-21 x 10-12 microns,

septate,

curved

scattered,

at maturity,

below toward a long,

bliquely

x

by the bright

exeipulum dark tan to brown, coarsely

200-250 x 13-15 microns,

bove, gradually

sessile,

to become disooid

expanding

lO•ll

ll.

Ascophanu~ brunneue Kanouse

when young, later

readily

taper-

to biseriate

elliptical,

cylindrical,

ela-

8-spored,

rounded aspores

o-

hyaline,

l-2 microns

sm~

in

COLLECTIONS: H•48, on horse dung from Orem, Utah Co.; H-84, on
and H-1;5, on cow dung from the Trial

deer dung, H-lll

mit Co•• Utah.
closely

basis
trast

DISCUSSION: Ji!. brunneus
related

species,

of the darker

is very similar

A:, oervariue

colored,

coarsely

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

V, figure

to the light

species.

brown relatively

Ascophanus carneus

(Pers.)

DESCRIPTION, Apotheoia

Lake area,

in appearance

but can be differentiated
furturaceous

emooth apotheoia

apothecia

Sum-

to the

on the

in con-

of the latter

12.

Boud.

superficial,

sessile,

gregarious,

glo-

55
bose when young, later

mm. in diameter,

fleshy;

composed of globoae

strongly

broadly

rounded to slightly

point

hyaline,
warts;

spores

the ascus,

angular

low, 7-8 microns in diameter

in color

uniseriate

rapidly

which measure 18-33 mi-

to the excipulum

tapering

to biseriate

elliptical,

septate,

COLLECTIONS: H-26, on horse

on deer dung from the Kaiparowits

or

broadly

asci;

below toward

to irregularly

ar-

19-22 x 12-16 microns,

becoming sculptured

above.

.5-1

smooth, glabrous,

roughened by the protruding

above,

broadly

olavate,

cells

at maturity,

200-300 x 26-29 microns,

smooth when young, later

paraphyses

flesh-colored,

convex,

clavate,

truncate

of attachment;

ranged within

to become discoid

hymenium similar

brighter,

asci a-spored,

excipulum

to slightly

crons in diameter;
slightly

expanding

with minute

4-5 microns in diameter

stout,

dung from Salina.,

Sevier

be-

Co; H-56,

Kane Co.; H-73, on cow dung

Plateau,

from the Trial Lake area, Summit Co.; and H-180, on cow dung from
Grass Valley, Sevier Co., Utah
DISCUSSION: This is one of the few species of AscoEhanus having
sculptured

important

This and the prominent

spores.

features

used in identifying!.!_

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

V, figure

AseoEhi!nus cervarius

(Phill.)

13.

Boud.

diameter,

fleshy;

excipulum light

ceous,hymenium

yellow

13-15 microns,

apex acute,

a dark brown, sterile

short,

slender,

lindrical,

to light

margin;

asci

tapering

very slender,

hyaline

.septate,

at maturity,

a-spored,

spores

slightly

to concave,
cylindrical,

1-2 microns

furfura-

surrounded

uniseriate,

200-2;0

x

by

elliptica~

smooth; paraphyses

in diameter.

COLLECTIONS: H-207, on sheep dung from the Payette

Valley Co., Idaho.

2-3 mm. in

near the base toward a

obliquely

to pale green,

are

globose

scattered,

brown, smooth to slightly

brown, plane

crooked stipe;

17-18 x 10-11 microns,

sessile,

to become discoid

expanding

apothecia

carneus.

DESCRIPTIONsApothecia superficial,

when young, later

flesh-colored

cy-

Lakes area,

56

DISCUSSION: The apothecia

of!:.!_ cervarius

are lighter

in color

than those of AL brunneus and lacks the scaly excipulum found in the
latter
species,
otherwise,
the two species are very similar.
ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate V, figure 14.
Asco2hanus cesatii

(Carest)

DBSCRIPTIONs Apothecia

when young, later
crons

in diameter,

glabroue,

expanding
fleshy;

superficial,

50-67 x 9-10 microns,

bose to subglobose,
with minute warts;
tending

slender

in diameter

hyaline,

subglobose

of this

spores

species.

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate V, figure
DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

globose

cipulum. pallid

from the exterior

rudimentary

to oinereus,

hairs,

glabrous,

which measure 10-20 microns
the excipulum,

{Crouan) Boud.
superficial,

400-700 microns

plane

a.sci a-spored,

cla.vate,

abruptly

uniseriate,

sculptured

profuse,

paraphyses

glo~
ex-

It

and the

used in the identifi•

thickly

sessile,

and later

tissue

in diameter;

extremely

gregar•

expanding

in diameter,

fleshy;

of cells

to subglobose

hymenium similar

to

ex-

arising

having the appearance

composed of angular

to convex,

8-spored,

has become lost.

roughened by a palisade

of the excipular

to con•

15.

when young, becoming cylindrical
at maturity,

smooth,

below and 2-3 microns

specimen studied

features

asci

slendert

in diameter

are important

plane

faintly

cla.vate,

globose

250-350 mi-

tapering

obliquely

DISCUSSION: The profuse growth of slender

become discoid

asci;

spores

1•2 microns

Asco1>hanue cinereus

ious,

above,

from oow dung, Orem, Utah Co., Utah.

was collected

cation

and paraphyses;

truncate

slightly

COLLECTIONS:The original

small,

asci

stipe;

paraphysee

above.

at maturity,

than the excipulum,

9-10 x 7-8 microns,

above the asci,

scattered,

excipulum pale ~ellow to orange,

vex, roughened by the protruding
below toward a short,

sessile,

to become discoid

in color

hymenium lighter

cylindrical,

Saoc.

of

cells

in color

to

roughened by the :protruding

200-250 x 14-16 raiorons,

broadly

57
rounded above,

gradually

which is occasionally
obliquely

10 microns,

Utah.

arranged,

to nearly

clavate

elliptical,

globose

in diameter

below,

5-6 microns in diameter

Valley Co.,

Idaho,

and H-229, on horse

DISCUSSION: The sooty-grey

isade

of rudimentary

characteristics

hairs

of this

arising

species.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

above,

spores

18-21 x 8-

slender,

above.

2 mi-

measuring

milky-white,

5-10 microns
plane

and paraphyaes;
slightly

rounded above,
spores

yses slightly
l-2 microns

8-spored,

crooked or spiralled,

obliquely

in the ascus,

asci

tapering

rapidly

uniseriate

sessile,

in diameter

to pallid

composed of angular

of the perithecia

ex-

cells
to

roughened by the protruding

cylindrical

to slightly

50-60 x 6-7 microns,

below to the point

extending

hyaline,

of Sordaria

ship between the two was not determined.

with-

smooth; paraph-

in diameter

eoronifera.

broadly

arranged

above the asci

was found fruiting

clavate,

of attachment;

to irregularly

COLLECTIONSsH-90, on cow dung from the Trial

hairs

to be-

expandinz

hymeniwn ochraceous

below and 2-3 microns

mit Co., Utah.
DISCUSSION: This species

globooo

fleshy;

to b1seriate

slender,

scattered,

and later

5•7 x 3-4 microns, elliptical,

elavate,

are prominent

.5•1 mm. in diameter•

convex,

to slightly

and the pal-

16.

smooth, glabrous,

in diameter;

Lakes

dung from Orem, Utah Co.,

from the excipulum

cylindrical

at maturity,

cipulum white to colorless,

nated

stipe;

with a granular

of the apothecium

Rehm.
superficial,

when young, becoming slightly

come somewhat discoid

color

V, figure

~~coph~nus glaucellqs
DESCRIPTIONS Apotheoia

often

of attachment;

smooth but somewhat encrusted

paraphyses

slender

COLLiCTIONS: H-157, H-203, on horse dung from the Payette

area,

asci

near the point

to biseriately

hyaline,

substance;

crons

enlarged

uniseriate

below toward a long,

tapering

1.5-2 micron~
above.

Lake area,

Sum-

upon the agglutiThe relation-
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At, _g,lauoellus

can be differentiated

from others

having a white

to colorless apothecium by the small size of the spores.
ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate V, figure 17.
A~c~phanu~ ~ranuliformis

(crouan) Boud.

sessile,
gregarious,
globose when young, later expanding to become discoid at maturity,
200500 microns in diameter,
fleshy; excipulum ochraceous to pale yellow,
DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

smooth glabrous,

diameter;

superficial,

composed of globose cells

hymenium similar

in color

roughened by the protruding

asci;

16 microns,

broadly rounded above,

elliptical,

10-12 x 6-8 microns,

short,

slender

raphyses

stipe;

clavate,

spores

slender

below and 3•4 microns
Utah.

1

rapidly

hyaline

in diameter

clavate,

tapering

arranged

46-55 x 15-

in 2 series,

1-2 microns

above.

to convex,

below toward a

to pale green,

branched,

DISCUSSION, A!. ara.nuliformia

trast

aaci

and spores

to the cylindrical

8-10 microns)

asci

of the latter

ILWSTRATIONS: Plate

broadly

smooth; pa-

in diameter

panding

apecies.

V, figure

oohraceous

composed of irregularly

microns

in diameter;

spored,

clavate,

cave to plane

tapering

lar 0 er spores

Hansen

superfici~l,

at maturity,

to light

angular

yellow,

sessile,

thickly

to convex,

in con-

(15-20 x

gregar-

and later

.5-l mm. in diameter,

fleshy;

slightly

furfuraceous,

in color

to the excipulum,

to globose

hymenium similar

by hav-

18.

when young, becoming somewhat cylindrical,

to become diccoid

excipulum

from L_ ochraoeous

and the slightly

DESCRIPTIONs Apothecia

globose

differs

Co.,

which measure 10-12 x 6-8 microns

Ascop~anus holmskjoldii

ually

8-spored,

asci

plane

COLLECTIONS: H-187, on cow dung from Fish Lake, Sevier

ing clavate

ious,

to the excipulwn,

obliquely

freely

measuring 10-15 microns in

cells

below toward a broad stipe;

broadly

spores

glabrous,

which measure 10-30

roughened by the protruding

220-280 x 25-36 microns,

ex-

asci;

asci

con-

8-

rounded above, gradobliquely

uniseriate

59

to biseriately

arranged,

ulum on one or both ends,

elliptical,
;0-;7

with or without

x 12-18 microns,

a hyaline

excluding

apio-

the apio-

ulum which measures 3-4 microns long and 4-5 microns wide, hyaline
Y•lJ.cwish-green,

slightly

of minute warts oooasionally
face of the spore;

slightly

sculptured,

forming a reticulate

paraphyse& clavate,

2-4 microns

above.

sheep dung from the Payette

DISCUSSION, The fleshy

apioulate

spores

Lakes area,

are important

ILLUSTRATIONS#Plate

~.sco;eh!n'!! lac teua ( Cooke

bose when young, later
ity,

200-;oo microns

Valley Co., Idaho

&

apothecia

of this

.Phill.)

Saoc.
sessile,
scattered,
gloto become discoid at matur-

superficial,

expanding

slightly

in diameter,

fleshy;

excipulum whitish

smooth, glabroua,

composed of irregularly

plane

roughened by the protruding

15 microns in diameter;
to concave,

lindrical

to clavate,

gradually
ranged

tapering

within

in color

68-110 x 12-16 microns,

the ascus,

smooth; paraphyses

angula.1· cells

hymenium similar

below toward a short
elliptical,

olavate,

coupled with the

species.

19,

V, figure

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

Summit Co., Utah and H-198, on

ochraceous
features

asci;

stipe;

apices

12..

8-spored,

cy-

to the excipulum,

slightly

asci

spores

aoute above,

irregularly

curved.

COLLECTIONS: H•24, H-33, on oow dung from Salina,

H-82, on horse dung from Fifty

Mile Spring,

East Escalante

Kane Co.; and H-160, on cow dung from the Kaiparowits
Co.,

Utah.

related

A!.

DISCUSSION: A. lacteus

raphyaes

species,

argenteue,

and from A!. 5 6a¥cellus

ILLUSTRATIONS, Plate

can be differentiated
by
by

VI, figure

l.

spores.

hyaline,

Sevier

ar-

Co.;

Desert,

Plateau,

Kane

from the closely

the curved upper portion
the larger

to pallid,

measuring

10-12 x 7•9 microns,

slender,

in dia•

Jummit co.;

COtLECTlONSt H-193, on cow dung from Mill Creek,

H-195, on sheep dung from Mill Creek,

on the sur-

pattern

slender,

, meter below and 4•6 microns in diameter

consisting

sculpturing

to

of the pa-
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Ascophanus microsporous

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

bose when young, later
200 microns

brous,

composed of globose

slightly

elevated,

to light

sterile,

50-60 x 7-10 microns,
toward the point

iate,

slender

excipulum

cells

measuring

brown, concave,
brownish

slightly

apioes,

acute

spores

at :maturity,

area,

surrounded

smooth,

asci

8-spored,

gradually

obliquely

hyaline

by a

clavate,

tapering

uniseriate

smooth; paraphyses

in diameter

DISCUSSIONs The dark brown apotheeia

paraphyses
this

with the globose

below and 7•8 mi-

species.

Plate

ILLUSTRATIOllSs

VI,

with minute

are prominent

apices

figure

ity,

when young,

.3-1 nun. in diameter,

low, smooth, glabrous,

cells

measuring

to the excipulum,

asci

above,

8-spcred,

gradually

obliquely

cylindrical,

in diameter;

thickly

oohraceous

to irregularly
by

below toward a slender

ola.vate,

slender,

above.

The original

the

of

2-3 microns

studied

at matur-

angular

the protruding
broadly

stipe;

15-20 x s...10 microns,

specimen

gregar-

to pale yel•

hymenium similar

90-110 x 12-15 microns,

elliptical,

in diameter

COLLECTIONS:

exoipulum

to convex, roughened

tapering

spores,

to become discoid

composed of globose

plane

smooth; paraphyses

expanding

fleshy;

10-20 microns

uniseriate,

5-6 microns

later

Lakes

2.

ochraoeous trouan) Boud.
DESCRIPTION: Apothecia superficial,
sessile,

globose

Plateau,

characteristics

Ascophanus

ious,

below

to biser-

dung from the Payette

Valley Co., Idaho.

100-

smooth, gla-

COLLBCTIONS: H-152, on deer dung from the Kaiparowits

Kane Co., Utah and H-156, on squirrel

glo-

4-5 microns in diameter;

above,

l-3 microns

crons in diameter above.

gregarious,

dark brown,

margin;

7-9 x 4-5 microns,

with globose

sessile,

to become discoid

fleshy;

of attachment;

elliptical,

Phill.

superficial,

expanding

in diameter,

hymenium yellow

(Crouan)

in color
asci;

rounded

spores

hya.line,

in diameter
was lost.

below and
It was
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collected

on horse dung from Orem, Utah Co., Utah.

DISCUSSIONs A!. ochraoeous

liformis

by the larger

spores which measure 15-20 microns

Cheil,l!!enia Boud.
DESCRIPTION, Apothecia

garious,

scutellate

nent,

globose

orange or red,
yellowish

portion

branches;

raphyses

fleshy;

A:. &£,anu-

long in con•

pointed

or rarely

bluntt

prominent,

brighter

smooth; asci
spores

septate,

usually

clavate

1.

Apothecial

hairs

unbranched

l.

Apothecial

hairs

branched

in color

8-spored,

uniseriate,

Ke~ to The Species

2.(1)

branched

of which is simple or divided

blue in iodine;

scattered

to become discoid

excipulum usually

to brown to hyaline,

hymenium usually

2.(1)

expanding

sessile,

smooth or furfuraceous,

to concave to convex,
staining

superficial,

when young, later

at maturity,

superficial,

basal

from

species which measure 10-12 microns
to those of the latter
ILWSTRATIONSs Flate VI, figure 3.

trast

lOWt

can be differentiated

bright

long.

to greto

colored,

yel-

covered with very promi•
or unbranched,
bristle•like

into

several

rooted

hairs,

root-like

than the excipulum,

cylindrical,

elliptical,

and colored.

tips

or

the

plane

not

smooth; pa•

of ~he1ll£len~~
at base•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

at base•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Basal portion or hairs conspicuously enlarged, spores 21-25
microns long••••••••••••••••••CheilDen!~

2
3

pylc~errima

p.62

Basal portion of hairs at most
only slightly enlarged,
spores
17-20 cicro~s long ••••••••••••
Cheilzm~nia theleboides

P•64

3.(1)

Hairs of two types, simple and
stallate••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Cheilymenia

3.(1)

Hairs

simple•••••••••••••••••••••••••Cheillmenia

stereorea

P•63

eoprinaria

P•62

62
Cheillmenia

Boud.

coBrinaria

DESCRIPTION&Apothacia

bose when young, expanding
in diameter,

angular

fleshy;

cells

300 x 16-20 microns,
toward a long,

yellow,

at maturity,

droplet;

into

root-like

smooth; asci

rounded above,

broadly

spores

hyaline

paraphyses

below and 8-9 microns

obliquely

to slightly
clavate,

in diameter

sparingly

hairs,

400-500

branches;

8-spored,

species

DISCUSSION: Of primary

The hairs
of£!.

of Cheil:y;menia are the size

of£!.

theleboidea

£.!, co~rin~ria
different
stellate
tion

ious,

hairs

pulcherrima.

are neither

are branched

types:

uniseriate,

yellowish,

yellow,

above.

stout,

enlarged

which consist

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

Cheill!!enia pulcher~ima Doud.
DESCRIPTION; Apothecia superficial,
globose

pale yellow,
se:ptate,

when young, expanding

densely

bristle-like

covered withlyaline
hairs

in diameter;

exeipular

hymenium yellow to orange,

smooth, contain4-5 microns

Lake area•

4.

Summit

hairs.

are of two

branched

base and
basal

directions.

fleshy;

thickly

excipulum hyaline

plane

sparingly

and unbranched

globose,

to concave,

por-

gregar•

to scutellate

to pale orange,
cells

Those

Those of

etercorea

sessile,

in

the various

to rectangular

which are enlarged

100-200 x 13-16 microns,

below

elliptical,

nor branched below.

to become discoid

2 mm. to l cm. in diameter,

280-

and unbranched below.

of a triangular

VI, figure

x 30-35

of the apothecial

with an enlarged,

in different

to

hymenium gol-

in segregating

below and those of~

m.ui.

covered

slightly

tapering

and. nature

are enlarged

simple hairs

with 2-5 rays extending

at maturity,

base,

importance

.5-1

cylindrical,

COLLECTIONS: H-77, on cow dung from the Trial

Co., Utah.

glo-

composed of globose

bristle-li.ke

divided

broad stipe;

19-21 x 12-13 microns,

diameter

septate,

concave to plane,

ing one oil

pale

gregarious,

measuring 70-80 microns in diameter,

lower portion

den yellow,

sessile,

to become scutellate

excipulum

with yellowish-brown,

microns,

superficial,

to

at the

25-40 microns
smooth;

63
asci

above,

8-spored,

abruptly

obliquely
line,

cylindrical,
tapering

uniseriate,

smooth,

230-240 x 20-25 microns,

below near

·broadly elliptical,

containing

crons in diameter.

C0LkiCTIONS:

Qne oil

D!SCUSSIONi The a.pothecial
Pl:.

ILLUSTRATIONS:

~heil~enia

,1

figure

at maturity,

in diameter,

covered

aline

to pale yellow,

simple

hairs

microns,

rectangular

hairs

approximately

a sterile

margin;

crons,

slender

broadly

nal axis

septate,

which are

smooth; paraphyses

dialll.eter.

shorter

clavate,

brisht

glo•

to be-

excipulum hy60 microns

hair~

with an enlarged

400-500 x 30-35

with a triangular

2-5 stellate

branches

hymenium bright

to

each

yellow

convex, smooth, surrounded by

gradually

elliptical,

species.

brown, bristle-like

235-240 x 15-20 mi-

cylindrical,

sti:.;,e; Spores uniaeriately

reaching

measuring

200 x 20-25 microns;

rounded above,

of the ascua,

cells

the hairs

S-spored,

fleshy;

Lake are-

and un-

expanding

thick-walled

ooncave to plane to slightly
asci

diameter,

of this

hya-

8-9 mi-

gregarious,

and later

of light

base to which are attached

measuring

to orange,

with two types

1•5 branches,

and etellnte

sessile,

composed of globose

which are long,

base which bears

rru..,.
in

2-3

feature

5.

superficial,

boae when young, becoming subcylindrical

come discoid

olavate,

which are enlarged

Boud.

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

spores

on cow dung from the Trial

an important

VI,

stercorea

of attachment;

paraphyses

hairs

at the base constitutG

rounded

21•25 x 13-16 microns,

droplet;

H-74 and H-76,

a, Summit Co., Utah.
branched

the point

broadly

tapering

below toward a long,

arrs.nged parallel

with longitudi-

yellow

5•1 microns

18-20 x 10-11 microns,
to orange,

hyaline

in

COLL:f;C'rIOFS:H-65 and H-93t on deer and cow dung respectively

from the Trial Lake area, Summit Co., Utah.
DISCUSSIONs .£:. stercorea
is differentiated
related

species

by the presence

of peculiar

stellate

from other
hairs

closely

on the

64
exoipulum.

ILLUSTRATIONSs Plate

VI, figure

Cheil~men~a theleboides

Boud.

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

bose when young, expanding
2-5 mm. in diameter,

fleshy;

bose to angular

cells

a very slightly

enlarged

with hyaline

spored,

tapering

un:i.seriate
l?-20

orange,

above.

to become disooid

~0-35 microns

and unbranched

to orange,

with longitudinal

x 10-11 microns, hyaline,

COLLECTIONS: H-92,

enlarged

of the 8enus,

coid,

hyaline,

lindrical

paraphyses

rigid,

to cla.vate,
filiform

very conspicuous

to clavate,

obliquely

elliptical,

stoutt

Lake area,

species

Summit,

and not

from

7.

superficial,

strongly

8-

in diameter

which are unbranched

sessile,

or waxy; excipulu:m. clothed

nonseptate,

spores

clavate,

this

with

rounded above,

axis of the ascus,

hairs

VI, figure

Sacc.

and fleshy

broadly

at the base differentiate

DESCRIPTION, Apothecia
soft

smooth; asci

on cow dung from the i'rial

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

hairs

300-500 x 18 microns;

of attachment;

Cheilymen.ta.

covered

bristle-like

below and 7-8 microns

DISCUSSION: The apothecial

Lasiobolus

base,

at maturitY,

in diameter,

smooth; paraphyses

in diameter

Co., Utah.

others

septate,

glo-

composed of glo-

convex to plane,

below near the point

4•5 microns

gregarious,

to scutellate

205-275 x 12-18 microns,

to parallel

conspicuously

sessile,

excipulum pale yellow,

measuring

yellow

cylindrical,

rapidly

superficial,

to pale brown, sparingly

hymenium. bright

6.

protruding;

with hyaline

hairs;

spores

scutellate

simple or branched.

asci

to dis-

to sub-

8-spored,

elliptical,

cy-

hyaline;
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Key to The Species

of Lasiobolus

1.

Spores 20-26 microns

long••••••••••••••••Lasiobolus

eg~inus p.6;

1.

Spores

lone•••••••••·••••••Lasiobolus

J!J?.!.._#
l p.65

11-15 microns

Lasiobolus

eguinus

Apothecia

DBSCRr.PTION:

bose

when young,

700 microns
orange,

crons,

8-spored,

cylindrical

broadly

t~chment;

15 microns,

spores

rounded

in diameter

microns

C0LLECTI0ims

232.

Thia species

Utah.
by the

long;

to slightly

asci

crons in diameter,
smooth,
similar

sparsely

vrotruding
broadly
spores

cus,

in color
asci;

broadly

near

broadly

and spores

clavate,

H-81,

slender,

in diameter
H-103,

o:f the foruer

VI,

su• # l

expanding
fleshy;

covered

figure

asci

sessile,

to become discoid

with nonseptate,

3-spored,

hairs

plane

clavate,

a.sci;

of at-

20-26 x 12-

septate,

2-3

above.

H-145,

from

H-197 and H-

throue;hout

hap.#

l

8.

exoipulum whitish

to biaeriate

elliptical

species.

superficial,

to the exoipuluu,

to

to the

the point

elliptical,

can be differentiated

rounded a~ove, graJually

uniseriate

in color

is very common and widely distributed

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

when young, later

H-69,

bristle-like

300-

170-200 x 20-27 mi-

taperir1g

below and 3-4 microns

ILLUSTRA'i'IONS: Plate

Lasiobolua

elavate,

smooth; paraphyses

DI~CUSSION: !!, ~quinus
larger

to yellowish

glo-

roughened by the protruding

abruptly

H-52,

at :inaturi ty,

hymenium similar

uniseriate;

H-40,

greearious,

pallid

nonseptate,

convex,

abovet

obliquely

hyali11e,

excipulum

with hyaline,

to slightly

sessile,

to ·become discoid

fleshy;

90-130 microns

plane

Karat.

superficial,

expanding

snnooth, covered

excipulumt

asci

later

in diameter,

which measure

(mull.)

tapering

sc~ttered,

at maturity,

to slightly

bristle-like

to convex,

globose

250-350 mi-

oohraceous,

hairs;

hymenium

roughened by the

115-125 x 18-20 microns,
below toward a short

to irre 6 ularly arranged within
to suoulobose,
11-15 x 10-14 microns,

stipe;

the as-

hyaline,

66
smooths paraphy$ee

elavate,

5-6 microns in diameter

stout,

above.

COLLECTIONS:The original

were collected

3-4 microns in diameter
specimens studied

from cow dung, Orem, Utah Co., Utah.

DISCUSSIONs The spores

of~

fr l

sp.

below and

were lost.

measure

They

11~15 x 10-14 mi-

in contrast to those of h egu!nus which measure 20-26 x 12-15
microns.
The only other species of Lasiobolus reported by Seaver
crons,

{1942) is.&!.. ruber

(Quel.)

Saec.

from the whitish

cia. differing

lLLUSTRATIONSi Plate

Peziza
large,

{l.)

usually

ing a diameter

ally

8-apored;

or sculptured,

coarse

raphyses

ex. Fries

Apothecia

not less

ooid or repand,

VI,

This species

figure

asci

hyaline

interrupted

ridges,

consisting

Key to The Species
l.

1.

cup-shaped

elliptical,

sculpturing

variable.

sessile,

than l cm. in diameter

the color variable;

warts or short

9.

superficial,

red apothe-

or ,b_

to ochra.oeous apothecia

of 15-20 em., usually
spores

has bright

medium-sized

and occasionally

or occasionally

cylindrical

or faintly

to clavate,

colored,

of minute papillae
never truly

I

s;e.

1.

or

reach-

dis-

usu-

smooth

to rather

reticulate;

pa-

of Peziza

Exctpulum dark brown, paraphyses
conspicuously enlarged in region
of septa•••••••••••••••··••·••••·•••••••••••••Peziza

fimeti

Excipulum whitish to tan to orange
paraphyses not enlarged in region
ot septa••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

p.67

2

2.(1)

Spores 19-20 microns long,
paraphysea not enlarged above •••••• Peziza vexiculosa

p.68

2.(1)

Spores 14-19 microns long,
paraphyses enlarged above •••••••••••

p.67

Peziza granulata

67

Peziza

fimeti

{Fuckel)

Seaver

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

superficial,

bose when young, becoming cylindrical
to scutellate

discoid

at maturity,

pulum dark brown, glabrous,
cells

yellow,

measuring
plane

10-15 microns

to convex,

dark brown, sterile
16 microns,

vate,

septate,

in diameter

species

to truncate

Desert,

above, grrcdually

spores

hyaline

enlareed

on cow dung

H-136,

Kane Co.,

DISCUSSION: R.!, fimeti

Utah.

septa.

ILLUS'rHATIONS:

Plate

figure

in the region

ceous,
uous,

exci:pulum golden yellow

blunt-tipped

slichtly

before

8-spored,

rounded above,
obliquely

ma.turity;

tapering

uniseriate,

containing

aessile

slightly

hymenittm whi Ush

droplets;

East

with

and later

expand-

or.an 0 e, furfur::-.-

many-septate,

fle:t-

at the base and

to tan to pe.le orz.nge,

than the excipulum,

elliptical,

l-3 oil

with hyaline,

conc::rve to plane,

200-260 x 15-20 microns,

near

broad,.

3-5 mm. in diameter,

which are enlarged

slichtly

uniseriate,

be-

to subntipi tate,

to pale

cylindrical,

taperirlg'

Mile Spring,

to brownish

in color

bri;;hter

smooth; asci

hairs

180-200 x 11-

and the paraphyses

at maturity,

when young the base is clothed

disappear

aline,

to scutellate

elevated,

from the other

when young, becoming cylindrical,

ing to become discoid

oran~e to

10.

Bull. ex. Fries
0 ran~~~
DESCRIPTION: AI)othocin su:perfic:1.al,
globose

to angular

of the septa.

:from Fifty

$~

scattered,

exci-

below and 8-11 microns

may be differentiated

vr,

fleshy;

smooth; pa.raphyses cla-

of .Peziza by the dark brown excipulum

enlarged

fleshy;

obliquely

glo-

to become

convoluted,

cylindrical,

3-4 microns in diameter

strongly

COLLECTIONS1

Escalante

8-spored,

14-15 x 8-10 microns,

above,

hymanium dull

by a slightly

of attachment;

stout,

expanding

composed of globose

in diameter;

asoi

rounded

low toward the point

and later

eregarious,

3-5 mm. in diameter,

surrounded

margin;

broadly

ly elliptical,

smooth,

sessile,

the point

of attachment;

14-19 x 7-10 microns,
paraphyses

clavate,

broadly

spores

smooth, hyseptate,

free-

68

ly branched,
above.

2-3 microns

below and 4-5 microns

in diameter

in diameter

COU.ECTIOrTSs H-57, H-169, on horse dung, and H-177, on cow dung

from the Kaiparowits

Plateau,

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: The spores

of!.!._ granulate.

are 14-19 microns

long

paraphyand the paraphyses are clavate in contrast to the cylindrical
ses and the spores o:f L, vesiculoaa
which measure 19-20 microns long.
ILLUSTRATIONS: l?late VI, figure ll.
Peziza

vesiculosa

Bull.

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

scattered,

globose

superficialt

sessile

when young, becoming cylindrical

ing to become scutellate

fleshy;

excipulum pallid

margin;

asci

at maturity,

to discoid

to ochraceous,

to substipitate,
and later

expand-

.5.1 cm. in diameter,

furfuraceous;

hymenium slight-

ly darker in color than the excipulum, concave to plane, occasionally
deep cup-shaped,
surrounded by an elevated,
whitish,
crennate,
sterile
acute,

8-spored,

tapering

obliquely

slightly

uniseriate,

smooth, thick-walled;

cylindrical,

below near the point

elliptical,

paraphyses

in diameter.

280-330 x 16•18 microns,

COLL,"::CTIONS: H-191, on porcupine

Co., Utah.

DISCUSSION: The cylindrical

measure 19-20 microns

1!!!. which has clavate

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

Rhyparobius

Boud.

DESCRIPTION: Apotheoia sessile,

12.

minute;

spores

hyaline,

1.5-2 microns
Creek,

and the spores

& vesiculosa

and spores

VI, figure

slender,

dung from Nill

paraphyses

long disti~guish
paraphyses

of attachment;

19-20 x 11-12 microns,

cylindrical,

apex

from

14-19 microns

Sum.mit
which

& granulong.

excipulum white to

whitish or yellowish,
glabrous or covered with poorly
often remaining closed until ruptured by the maturing

developed hair~
asci; hymenium

69

concave plane

or more often

by a circular

lid

ing asci;

certain;

asci

more than 8-spored,

spores

usually

oonvex,

usually

broadly

clavate

hyaline

to subhyaline;

or in a few species

small,

elliptical,

very delicate.

roughened by the protrud-

Key to The Species

the method of' dehiscense

Asci 16-spored •••••••••••••••••

l.

Asci 32-spored•••••••••••••••••••••••••••Rh,Yparobius

bose when young, expanding
crons

brous;

in diameter,

fleshy;

hymenium similar

cylindrical,
tapering

irregularly

superficial,

excipulum

in color

13 x 9-11 microns,

ly elavate,

asoi

within

hyaline,

very slender,

to whitish,

16-spored,

broadly

of attachment;

the ascus,

smooth; paraphyses

COLLECTIONSs H-34, on horse

p,69

plane

clavate

spores

glo-

275-525 mi-

smooth, glato convex,

rounded above,

elliptical

1-3 microns

gregarious,

at maturity,

pallid

75--125 :x: lB-25 microns,

arranged

sessile,

to the excipulwn,

asci;

below toward the point

paraphyses

sp. ~p.69

(Crouan) Sacc.

to become discoid

roughened by the protruding

un-

RhYJlarobius sexdecimsuorou~

sexdecimsporous

DESCRIPTION: Apotheeia

opening

of Rhyparobius

1.

Rhyparobius

to ovoid,

to nearly

gradually

biseriately

to

to subglobose,

cylindrical

in diameter.

dung from Panguitch,

12-

to slight-

Garfield

Go.;

H-47, H-228 9 on cow dung from Orem, Utah Co.; and H-106, on cow dung
from Wasatch, Summit Co., Utah.
DISCUSSION,

The 16 spored

a.sous

ILWSTRATIONSs Plate Vi, figure

RhYpa;robius sp. ff._ .~
DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

bose when young, expanding
crons in diameter,

composed of globose

diameter;

ly convex,

to become discoid

to angular

smooth; asci

13.

superficial,

waxy; excipulum. dull

hymeniu.rn similar

is distinctive

cells

in color

32-spored,

sessile,

gregarious,

at maturity,

orange,

s:,ecies.

of th.is

l00-200

smooth, glabrous,

which measure 14-15 microns

to the exeipulum,

broadly

clavate,

glo-

plane

mi-

in

to slight-

110-115 x 21-25

70
microns,

attachment;

broadly

rounded above, gradually

spores

l0-12 x 7-8 microns,

irregularly

arranged

hyaline

tapering

within

to pale green,

walls thick and smooth; paraphyses
crons in diameter.

cylindrical•

below to point

the ascus,

ends broadly

elliptical,

of

rounded,

very slender,

1-2 mi-

COLLECTIONS:H-154 and H-181 9 on sheep dung from Hill Creek,
Summit Co., Utah.
DISCUSSION: The 32-spored asci and the overall appearance of
the ascocarp

seem to place

Streptotheca

which are usually

spores

are uniformly

mucilagenous
theus

in this

apothecium,

species

this

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia
minute,

smooth or pilose;

soft,

mass, elliptical

tightly

and later

yses filiform

fleshy

asci.

or waxy, variable

asci;

asci

held to 6 ether

to subglobose,

to clavate.

4- to s~spored,

in an elo!lfiated
at first,

of minute warts

or faint

asci

Asci of other
sixty-tour,

from the 32-

in color;

or convex,

hyaline

brown at maturity,

consisting

plane

The

which has a pallid

to subsuperficial,

superficial

hymenium concave,

ened by the protruding

when present

& sexdecims2orous

from Rh;[parobi'l!.! contain

Boud.

The

ot the genus Theco-

& SR•# 1.

Saccobolus

blu1$h,

the spores

or more than one hundred spores differilli~

spored a.sci ot

spores

somewhat on the ends.

the smooth hymenium and the 32-spored

from

described

~m;parobius.

from those of the eenus

a roughened hymenium and 16-spored

seventy-two,

vate;

in the genus,

attenuated

species.

species

previously

discoid,

differing

which surrounds

The orange apothecia,

differentiate

species

elliptical

envelope

is lacking

this

sessile,

excipulum

smooth or rough-

cylindrical

to cla-

or subglobose

becoming purple

smooth or sculptured,

reticulations;

sporeor

sculpturing

paraph-

71
Key to The Species

of Saccobolus

1.

Spore-mass

elongate•••••••··•••••·••••••••••·•·••·••••••••••••

l.

Spore-mass

aubglobose ••••••••••••••

2.(1)

Apothecia

2.(1)

Apothecia whitish

saccobolus

,1obu1;rerou~

;.{2)

Spore-mass 50-56 microns long •••••••••••
microns

4.(2)

Spore-mass 46-53 microns long ..•••. Saccobolus

DESCRIPTION; Apotheoia

bose when young, gradually

in diameter,

glabrous;

hymenium similar

maturity,

strongly

coming dotted
spored,

above, gradually

mass elongate,
ends strongly

slightly

superficial,

fleshy;

in color

convex, roughened

tapering

olavate,

until

COLLgCTIONS: H-3,

on cow dung .from Salina,
East Escalante

Kaiparow-1ts Plateau,

hyaline,

above.
Ol'l

at maturity,

to white•

truncate

black at

to broadly

rounded

spores

slender

elliptical

asci;

asci

stipe;

8-

spore-

to fusiform,

brown, smooth; paraphyses

2-3 microns in diameter

horse dung from Bluff,

below and

San Juan Co.; H-17,

Sevier Co; H-67, on cow dung from Fifty

Desert,

smootl'.;

entirely

by the protruding

11-12 x 7 microns,

slender,

3•4 microns in diameter

almost

below toward a short,

28~33 x 11-13 microns;

Glo-

to the excipulum when young, be-

54-70 x 16-17 microns,

narrowed,

Utah Co., Utah.

asci

exoipulum pallid

p.71

sp. # 2 p.74

Br.) Phill.
sessile,
gregarious,

&

p.72

deEau~eratus

expanding to become discoid

over with maturing

elavate,

long.Saccobolus

{Berk.

sn• £1 p.73

Saccobolus kerverni

Spore-mass 28-)J

,!l_e;ea~£_e1·atns

4

saccobolus

4.(2)

200-300 microns

3

to pallid•••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••

Spore-mass 39-44 microns long •••••••••••••

Saccobolus

p.72

golden yellow •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

,.(2)

Spring,

2

Mile

Kane Co.; H-150, on cow dung from the

Kane Co.; and H-218, on horse d'Utlft from Orem,

DISCUSSION: Important

characteristics

of~

de2au2eratus

the pallid to white apothecia and the small sporemass.
ILLU~TRATIONSt Plate VI, figure 15.

are

72

~~lJ!!

,&J.ob ul i :f e r!Lt.'!!Seaver

DBSCRI.l?TION; Apothecia
bose when young,
become

d.iscoid

oipulum

becoming
at

ore.nge

superficial,

slit;htly

maturity,

cylindricril

lOC-200

to .mnokey brown,

sess:i.le,

rrtierons

smooth,

and later

~?labrous;

almost

until

protrudini:3: a.sci;
crons~ broadly

ward a long,

entirely

a.sci 8-spored,

slender

at maturity,

sculptured,

sculpturing

cal to subglobose,

diameter

broa.dly clavate,

rounded to truncate

subglobose

freely

Ht maturity,

black

branched,

Stipe;

21-25 x 16-18 micronsJ

11-13 x 7-8 microns,
consisting

iferoua

from other

The subglobose

species

ILLUSTRATIONS, Plate
Saccobolus

kerverni

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

bose when younr:;, gradually
not exceeding

menium similar

v~te,

in color

convex,

asci

gradually

tapering

strongly

narrowed,

ellipti-

paraphyBes

until

fleshy;

by

almost

sessile,

excipulum

ft~l-

entirely

truncate

spores

18-21 x 10-11 microns,

of minute wartsi

gregarious,

310-

at maturity,

golden

yellow,

angular

cells;

hy•

when young, becoming dotted

the protruding

microns;

clavate,
in

differentiates

to become discoid

below toward a short,

50-56 x 16-l'l

ing consisting

Boud.

to the excipulum

roughened

broadly

becoming

16.

figure

expanding

115-123 x 19•31 microns,

elongate,

spores

composed of r.~lobose to sli<::,htly

over with maturing
strongly

when younc,

below to-

dung :from Mesa, Maricopa Co., Ariz.

superficial,

l m.m. in diameter,

smooth, glabroua,

tapering

below and 3•5 microns

spore-mass

(Crouan)

in

100-120 x 20-25 mi-

of the genus Saccobolus.

vr,

ex ...

rouc.:·hened by the

smokey brown and opaque,

in diameter

to

over with maturing

of minute warts;

COLLECTIONS: H-245 1 on horse

DISCUSSION:

rapidly

fleshy;

hymeni um similar

convex,

elon,;;ate

spore-mass

2-3 microns

above.

above,

glo-

expanding

in diameter,

color to the exoipulum when young, becoming dotted

asci

grega.rious,

black at maturity,

asci;

to broadly
slender

elliptical

paraphysea

asci

8•spored,

rounded above,

stipe;

spore-mass

to fusif'orm,

brown, sculptured,
clavate,

cla•

septate,

ends

sculptur-

2-3

73
microns in diameter below and 4•5 microns in diameter above.
h-27,

COLLECTIONS:H-9, on horse dung from Bluff,
on cow dung from Panguitch,

dung from Tetonia,

Teton Co.,

Lake Sevier Co., Utah.
related

D!SCUSSIONs !!. ~erverni

Jh. ap. # l

species,

ILLUSTRATIONS, Plate

sp.

VI, figure

#l

DESCRIPTION: Apothecia

bose when young, gradually

usually

angular

cells;

when young, becoming dotted

tirely

asci;

black at maturity,

asc1 8-spored,

spore-mass

and spores.

17.

sessile,

gregarious•

expanding to become discoid
smooth, ~labrous,

glo-

at maturity,

not exceeding

hymenium similar

l mm.,

composed of globose

in color to the exaipulum

over with maturing asci until almost enstrongly convex, roughened by the protruding

elavate,

90-100 x 20-25 microns,

rounded above, gradually

broadly

from the closely

.2:, _k_e_r_v_e_rn_i
from other

superficial,

excipulum golden yellow,

to slightly

a.sci,

than 500 microns in diameter,

less

fleshy;

the larger

distinguishes

species of Saccobolue.
Saccobolus

and H-179, on cow dung from :Pish

can be differentiated

by

The golden yellow apothecia

Co., Utah; H-104, on cow

Garfield

Ida.ho;

San Juan Co., Utah;

tapering

truncate

below toward a short,

to

aletmr

stipe; spore-mass elongate,
39-44 x 13- 16 microns; spores elliptical
to fusiform, ends strongly narrowed, 15-18 x 8-9 microns, hyaline when

young, becoming violet,
sculpturing

and later

consisting

golden yellow,

meter above.

brown at maturity,

of minute warts;

2•3 microns in diameter

paraphyses

sculptured,

clavate,

septate,

below and 4•5 microns in dia-

COLLE:CTIONS:H-39, on cow dung from Salina,

Sevier Co.; H-99,

H-107, on cow dung from Wasatch, Summit Co.; H-115, on cow dung from

Hole-in-the-Rock,
Ea.at Escalante

parowits

Kane Co.; H-129, on cow dung trom Fifty

Desert

Plateau,

1

Mile Spring,

Kane Co.; and H-172, on cow dung from the Ka.1-

Kane Co., Utah.

DISCUSSIONs Jh. SR• £1 and!!_ kerverni

appear to be closely

re-

74
lated

epeoies.

the smaller

asci,

distinguishes

this

s;e, # ,l can be differentiated

spore-mass

and spores,

species

vr,

s;p. # 2

Saceobolus

DESCRIPTION: Apotheoia

garious,

maturity,
pallid

globose

when young, gradually

not exceeding

to white,

superficial,

500 microns

Slllooth, glabrous,

cells

which measure 15•20 microns

asci;

asci

color

broadly

seaaile,

expanding

in diameter,

scattered

fleshy;

rounded above,

ment; spore-mass

olavate,

tapering

~t

to subglobose

hymenium similar

in

over with maturing

130-164 x 16-25 microns,

gradually

elongate,

exoipulum

composed of angular

in diameter;

to gre-

to become discoid

to the exoipulum when young, becoming dotted
8-spored,

of Saccobolus.

species

18,

figure

by

The golden Yellow apothecia

described

from other

ILLUSTRATIONS:Plate

from the latter

below to point

46•53 x 15-17 microns,

to

truncate

spores

of attach-

ellir,tical

to

fusi:fol"Ill, ends narrowed, 18-20 x 8-9 miorons, hya.line when young, be•
smooth to slightly
sculp•
coming violet and later brown at maturity,
tured; para.physes slightly
clavate,
septate,
2•3 microns in dL,Lcta:r

below and 3•4 microns

in diameter

COLLECTIONS: H-12, on horse

H-51, on calf

DISCUSSION: h sp.

Sevier

# 2 and~

the former can be differentiated
ascit

distinguishes

dung from Panguitch,

dung from the Kaiparowits

on cow durig from Fish take,

lnrger

above.

species

ILLUSTRATIONS: Plate

Co., Utah.

Co.;

Kane Co.; and H-190,

deRauperatus are very similar

from the latter

spcre-rua.ea and spores.
this

Plateau,

Garfield

The color

from 1h kerverni
VI, :figure

19.

on the basis

of the ascooarp

and!!_

SE•

l

l,

but

of the

readily

DISCUSSION
This report

rophilous

includes

descriptions

Asoomycetes representing

of eighty-four

three

orders

species

of cop•

and fifteen

genera.

from the order

Sphaeri-

Each of the major subdivisions
of the Euascomyeetes is represented
by
one order.
One genus is reported from the order Plectascales
of the

Plectomycetes

and seven genera are reported

ales of the Pyrenomycetes.
From the order Pezizales
oetes, seven genera are reported.
The order Plectasoales

SFOra erostrata
species

Cain.

is represented

Due to its

was originally

described

of the Discom.y-

by one species,

peculiarly

by Griffiths

~ri~tero-

appendaged spores,

this

(1901) as a member of

the genus Pleura&e of the ~yrenomycetes.
Recently, however, it has
been transferred
by Cain (1956) to the new genus, Tripterospora,
of
the Plectomycetes.
Apparently,
this species is comparatively rare in
Utah.

Plateau,

It was collected
Kane County.

Forty•nine

the Pyrenomycetes.

genus Sordaria,

species

thirteen

Ji?erme.11,-.
The genus Sordaria
is also

single

Sordaria

genus.

greater

order Sphaeriales
species

reported

study (1934).

twenty species

nine from Delitschia,

was encountered

more frequently

The number of species

forty

reported

percent

and twenty-four

from all

orders.

forty-four

than any

from this

for any other genus.

described

of the total

species

which he reported

percent

75

genus

Species

percent

This corresponds

two

and one from Z~goa-

described

of the species

of

from the

from S~orormia,

Of the ninety-five

order Sphaeriales,

are described

HypocoEra and Pleophragm~a,

than that

represent

from the order Spha.eriales

are described

Of these,

each from Coniochaeta,

other

only once on horse dung from the Kaiparowits

of

from the

number of

closely

with Caims
from the

were in the genus Sordaria.
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Two particularly

One of these,

related

closely
thecial

hairs

tentatively
to.!!,

interesting

described

of hairs

on the surface

tionship

between these

classified

#

.!!, sp.

l were collected,

classification

of this

of variation.

Sordaria

lections

in this

genus,

two entities

as a v,riety

but contain

these

genus.
s2ora,

t...L.
by

fit

descriptions

single

secondary

which closely

Niessl.,

+ and

The nia.jor difference

sheath

surrounding

Cain (19;4) differentiates

~hragmia on the basis

Pleophra8mia

ILJ. contains

lack

the size

this

species

Neither

species

of'

of this

in Pleo-

Pleo£hrasm1a

helvetioa

as reported

Jm.•

septa a.nd spore measurements

between the two is the presence

the spores

of

of' the former species.

between the genera. Pleosporo. and~-

of a gelatinous

which is lacking
spores

appendages,

resembles

ran~e

attached

which he places

Pleosp~ra

col-

particularly

appendages

described

a species

final

further

of 1?f.ao1:h:t:;al~m.i.a
are unusual.

of any previously

that

These spores

differentiate

Wehmeyer have six or seven transverse

a gelatinous

should be

study of its

o~ the genus Sordaria.

species

Both P~eoEh~aemia BE• U

are similar.

until

very noteworthy,

The lack of primary

Wehmeyer (1950) describes

.!.!.helvetica

of the author

250 spores.

of the spores and the shape of the aaci
The two collections

the rela-

Jh. sp. ii. l

a more thorough

approximately

multi-spored

sometimes

it may be that

should be deferred

t!.J2•# 2 is also

to ea.ch end of the spore.
from other

or absence

is a character

it is the opinion

have been made permitting

primary appendages

Other feat-

the presence

is such that

peri-

of !.t_ gl,oboEJa. Inasmuch a.s few specimens of

species

the a.sci which contain

species.

Although

of the :perithecium

species

1, seems to be

SR•#

Salm. bat has prominent

&

in the latter

ures of the two are very similar.

in Sordaria.

are reported

as Sordaria

globosa. Mass.

which are lacking

used to distinguish

entities

sheath

in ~~eos~ora.

which are enclosed

within

surrounding

the spores

Sinoe Pleop4ra,gmia .!£•
a gelatinous

ia placed in the genus gJ.eophr~fim~&• The spores
# 2 are very unusual.
They contain approximately

sheath

or PleoRhragmia
150 cells

it

lm.•

and lack

of
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disoreet,

continuous

transverse

spores

of the species

lected

to make a final

the denua Pleophragmia,

ported
five;

of.?leospora.

septa

which are prevalent

Both species

but too few specimens ot either

evaluation

In the order Pezizales,

at this

a total

five;

time.

of thirty.four

from seven genara as followes

Sacoobolus,

appear

in the

to belong

have been col-

species

Ascoph§!:nue, thirteon;

Cheil:zi:menia, four;

Peziza.,thrce;

two; and fth;~;'.J?arobiu~, two.

in

are re-

Ascobolus,

Lasiobolus,

A collection
of Ascobolus, tentatively
identified
as A. SE•£ l,
ia reported.
Very prominent wart•~like projections
or spines reaching
a length of one micron cover the surface of the spores of this specie&
This contrasts

the spores

abortive

with the minute warts

of other

species

or ridges

of !.._soQbolus.

spores in the ascus of!!_

not uncommon to find asoi containing
One of the most frequently

the exicatti

we:re lost

The apothecia
those

tively

interest

- --

of L. eouinus
described

five,

Rhyparobi~~

ly reported

species

,!l?,• f}.J until

spores

--

spores.

of this

bius already

#

eenus

ficient

The color

species

oes between this

An interesting

also

species

to warrant

in the study,

differ

and others

situation

collection.

sixteen,

Asci

8pocies

from those

of which

were made.

further.

Asai of previous-

sixty-four,

and the size

of species

by the author

that

wae found among those

seventy..

contain

of' the

of Jih:£:earo-

the differen-

of the eenus R~Earoqius
rank.

to

This is tenta.-

or 1h ~• fif 1

of the apotheoia

It is felt

separate

can be studied

contain

of Lasio-

were similar

were r...iuchsmaller.

l is an unusual

of this

described.

Two collections

hairs

it

It was

in the entire

but the drcawings and measurements
bristle-like

of

or seven spores.

species

Karst.

two, or more than one hundred spores.
thirty-two

six,

collected

but the spores

ash

The comm.onoccurrence

were made early

and nonseptate,

found on

~E• #~l was also noted.

study was !g\f.'!iobolus e,quinµs (Mull.)

bolua ct particular

and crevices

species

in the genus _.§!gc_o_b.~_t_u_s.
Two previously undescribed species
tively designated &, .!la• fl .~ a::J. Ji!. SI?• ii 2, were described.

are sufreported
tenta-

One of
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these,

included

#

.§.i. sp.

in this

elona;ated

l was found in abundance throughout
study.

spor·e-ma.ss

s;p,. # l closely

The golden yellow,

m1.d<' up of light

resemble

smaller.

is similar
In this

in appearance

case,

are consistently
separate

discoid

brown, elliptical

kerverni

apotheoia

the whitish

Likewise,

(Crouan) Boud, however,

{Berk.

&

the measurellle.nts of the component parts

sp~cies

It is felt

rank.

The geographical

or -~

spores

apothecia

to lit. deEauperatue

larger.

and the

spore-ma.es and spores of the former are

the measurement of the asci,

consistently

h

those of

much of the area

area covered

that

of~

Br.)

Phill ••

tl .~

of the former

each of these

in this

SP._.

should receive

study includes

a variety

of vegetational
zon~s. !he range extends from the Spruce-Fir zone of
the Uinta Mountains to the neaert floor of the Great Basin and from

areas

of intensive

sand dunes.

cultivation

A few species

to marshlands,

such as Ascobolus

eguinu@t Sordaria

media, Lasiobolus
been collected

from each of these

to be confined

to the arid,

this,

most of the species

grmera seemingly
without

exception,

feature

enabling

limited

not account•

earlier

same conditions.

species

limited

environmental
areas.

Species

tor

and moving

Sporormia
curvula

types.

fer a longer

the ability

period

of these

seems to he little

Slil.l'.Ue

latter

with only the

the surface

of time.

substrate

correlat.ion

adaptive
where

It does

listed

and under the

bet~>1een any

and the type of dung :from which it was taken.
were collected

to a specific

two occasions.
A more extensive
mine any definite
correlation.

from a variety

type were collected

to

were, almost

of the common species

upon the

have

In contrast

This SU6gests a possible
beneath

intet-

and Hnoco;er9: seem.

extreme environment

protruding.

superficially

more common species
seemingly

to this

is retained

Ap:,>a1·t1mtly, there

particular

~J..nuta and S¢rdaria

the oreanism to sperula.te

however,

to fruit

immarsus,

of S12oror~!~, Delitschia
desert

flats

found immersed in the substratum

necks of the peritheoia
ad~quat.e moisture

alkali

The

of dung while those
on only one or

study would be necessary

to deter-

SUMMARY
Between June• 1961 and December, 1962, specimens of animal dung

were collected from various areas of the state
lections were cultured to encourage sporulation
have been lying dormant upon or within
Eighty-four

species

are reported

of Utah.

These col-

of the funigi which may

the substratum.
representing

three

orders

and

fifteen genera.
Thie includes one species from the order Pleotasoales, forty-nine
species from the order Sphaeriales and thirty-tour
species

from the order Pezizales.

species

reported.

Descriptions
of each of the genera represented are included.
Descriptions
and identifications,
when possible,
are supplied tor each
Significant

illustrated.
entered

Approximately

Keya to the genera and species

microscopic

characters

250 herbarium

Semi-permanent microscope

been preserved.

of each of the species

collections

in the Brigham Young University
slide

19

are given.

are

have been prepared

Herbarium.

of most of the apeoies

have

and

APPErmIX I

GLOSSARY
OF TERMS
Acute.

Forming an angle of less

Agg~ut~nated hairs.

Broad, hair-like

which are multicellular
outer

surface

genus Sordaria.

Agiculum.

A short

appendages

a.nd usually

of the perithecia

papilla

of various lengths

multiseriate,

found on the

of some of the species

of the

found on the end of a spore.

An open ascocarp,

A2othecium.

AppendMe•

A filamentous

spore or another
A sac-like

Clavate.

Club-shaped.

Conical.

Cone-sh~.,11ad.

ConQtriction.

pointed

are produced.

having the form of a spine.

closed

ascocarp.

which is compressed

used here to refer

Coprophilous.

Growing on dung.

of a septum.

to the end of a

hairs,

extent,

vicinity

which asoospores

in two aeries.

A completely

A point

within

attached

of the Ascomycetes.

Arranged

Qleistothec1um.

cup or saucer-shaped.

usually

appendage.

Biseriate.

Rigid,

usually

structure

structure

Characteristic

Bristle-like.

degrees.

Converge to form a network.

Anastomose.

Ascus.

than ninety

or drawn together

to the constriction

to some

of a spore in the

Coriaceous.
Leathery, used to define the texture of a.n ascooarp
Dehieee.
To open, referring
to spore discharge from an ascus.

D1sco&d•

wall.

Disc-shaped.

Elliotical.
In the shape of an ellipse.
ErwnJi?ent. Breaking out, referring
to c.h s.:acocarp which is immersed in
the substratum. when young but later bursts through the surface.
ExciR~14!11• Tissue
thecium.

surrounding

the hymenium.
80

Outer layer

or the

hypo-

81
Filiform.

Thread•like.

Flexuous.

Winding or turning

Furfura.ceous.

Fusiform.

Scaly or scurfy.

Spindle.shaped,

ward acute

ox· r1early

about,

broadest
acute

having bends or turns.
in the center

ends.

Gel%tino~~• Of the nature of gelatin.
Gena slit.
An elongated germ pore, often
of the spore.
GlabroiuJ.

Ha.vine a. smooth surface,

Himenium.

Fertile

Gre~ario1t.~• Associating
together
l!Yaline. Colorless,
transparent.

ment.

Immersed.

Running length

a.xis.

Membranaceous.
&i;celium.

of structure

from a perpendicular;

Oblonp;. Rounded, having greater
Olivaoeous.

Olive green in color.

QRague. Impervious

Opergulwn..
Oetiole.

to light,

A hinged lid

?ore,

referring

length

a tubular

fila-

like a membrane.

Mass rJf hyphae constituting

Deviation

to-

with the longitudinal

A unit which is equal to one-thousandth

Oblique.

Ovate.

of the fungi•

wise, parallel

Soft and pliable,

the entire

of asci and paraphyses.

Buried within the substrate.

J:ioAAitudinal.

Micron.

unit

extending

tapering

without hairs.
in groups• crowded but not matted.

layer consisting

tllBM• The vegetative

region,

length

part of a millimeter.

the body of a :f'uagus.

slant.

than breadth.

not translucent

on an ascus.
to the opening at the apex of the perithec-

um..

Egg-shaped.

Papilliform.

Paraph;(ses.

Nipple-shaped.

Sterile,

among the asci.

Perforate.

Pierced

basally

attached

with a hole.

structure

in a hymenium, found

82

Peritheoium.
ostiole

A closed asaooarp
and a wall of its

with a pore at the apex, a true
own.

Prima.ri ~.E~enda5 e. A oell, apparently devoid of contents,
a viable, or potentially
viable cell.
?ear-shaped.

PzrifOrlJ!•

Secondar~ aE~enda~e•
is attached

Se;etate.

A gelatinoua,

to either

Beax·ing cross-walls

filamentous,

St1R••
§ti.;09.

A minute propogative

from it in that
Stalk

the basal

unit

Transvers,.

to either

of an ascus.
structure,

or in which fructifications

Su~erficia~.

functioning

a spore does not contain

A compact somatic

to

body which

or septa..

or stem, referring
portion

evanescent

a spore or a primary appendage.

Septµm• Across wall in a hypha.
Sessile.
Without a stalk.
~~ore.

attached

!orne on the surface.

as a seed,

a preformed

the stalk

muoh like

are usually

but differing

of an ascocarp

a. mattress,

formed.

embryo.

on which

Lying or being across.
truncate.
Terminating abruptly,
appearing as if cut or broken
squarely off •
.Y.!!?!• A raised mound or knob on the center, referring to a knob on
the end or ends ot a. spore.
yniseriat__!• Arranged in a single series.

or

APPENDIX II
PLJ,TE I

.Fig.

1.

Fig.

2.

Ff~;•

)•

Fig.

4-.

Fig.

5.

Delitsohia

Fi~.

6.

Fig.

7.

Del11sch1~ eocentrica
approx. X440.

Fig.

8.

Fig.

9.

Fig. 10.
Fig.

11.

Fig. 12.

Tri;eteros;eor:! erostra.ta
approx. X:440.
Conioohaeta discospo~a
spores, approx. X440.

Cain; ascus, approx. X215; spores,
(Auersw.)

ConioJhaeta l~~ooplaca (Berk,

!215;

s:por·os, a:pprox. X:440.

Delitschia

spores,

§Uerawaldii

J2,isp~X:l!l..£: trouan)
approx. X440.

Delitschia

furruracea

Delitechia

grU'fithsiJ
:X:440.

a.pprox.

X440.

Griff.;
Niesal.;

approx •. X440.

approx.
Delitschia

leEorina

P.e11tsch\,!

ma.1·shallii

Cain;

Griff.;

spores, approx. X440.

Del.1tsch:l.J!:vul,aris

approx.

Fuckel;

X440.

&

Cain;

spores,

ascus,

ascus,

X440.

approx.

approx.

X215;

X215; spores,

approx •. X2l5;

approx.
ascus,

approx.

Delitschia.
winteri Plowr.; a.sous, approx.
approx. X440.
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X215;

approx. X215; spores,

asous,
ascus,

approx.

ascus,

Hansenf

& Vogl.;

Griff.;

approx.

Rav.) Cains ascus, approx.

ascus,

Berl.

ascus,

spores,

X215; spores,
approx.

X2l5;

X:215; spores,
X215; apox·es,

PLATE I

PLATEII
Fig.

l.

Fig.

2.

Fig.

3•

Fig.

4.

Fig.

5.

Fig.

6.

Fig.

1.

Fig.

8.

Fig.

9.

Fig.

10.

Sordaria a~pina Griff.;
ascus, approx. X215; spores, approx.
X440.
Sordari! anserina (Ces.) Winter; ascus, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.
Sordaria arizonensis
(Griff.)
spores, approx. X440.

Sordaria

barbata

approx. X440.
Sordaria

approx.

Hansen; ascus,

bombardiodies

X440.

Sordaria coronifera
prox. X440.

Sordaria 4eci~i~ns
prox. X440.

Sacc.;

Auersw.;

Grove; ascus,

Winter;

ascus,

approx.
asous,

X215;

X215; spores,

approx. X215; spores,

approx.

ascus approx.

approx.

X215; spores,

X215; spores,

ap-

ap-

Sordari& ,lingui~~rmis Cain; aacus, approx. X215; spores
X440.
Sordaria ..!2,_.......fL.!;ascus, approx. X215; spores, approx. X440.

approx.

Sordaria

sp. # 2; aacua,

approx.
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X215; spores,

approx.

X440.

PLATE II

PLATEIII
Fig.

l.

Fig.

2.

:F'ig. :,.
1~1g. 4.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Fig.

7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 •

Sordaria curvula
approx. X4tl0.

DeBarry; ascus,

_eortlP..ria fim1cola (Rob.)
2pores, approx. X440.

!eJ'daria

So:l'darb.

DeNot.;

&

,&l,qbosa. Mass. & S~lm; aecus,

approx. X440.
approx.

Ces.

approx.

h;lI!Vena

X4<-0.

(:Puckel)

Winter;

X215; spores,
e.scus,

approx.

aacus,

X215;

approx.

X2l5;

approx.

spores,

X215; spores,

Cordaria minute Fuckel; ascue, approx. X215; spores, approx.
X440.
Sordaria montanensis Griff.;
ascus, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.
So1·daria ;eiriformis
approx:. ll 440.

Bayer;

ascus,

Sordaria taenoides (Griff.)
spores, approx. X440.

X440.

vestita

Sacc.;

Zopf.; ascus,
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approx.

asous,

X215f sporest

approx.

X2l5;

approx. X215; spores,

approx.

PLATE Ill

PLATE IV

Fig.

l.

Fig.

2.

Fig.

3

Pleophra.gpia

sp. •# l;

Fig.

4.

s~. # 2; aacus,

Fig.

5.

Pleophra~mia
X440.

Fig.

6.

Fig.

7.

Fig.

a.

Fig.
Fig.

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

H;iceoco;era.eg,uorWI!(Fuckel)
X440.

approx.

Hypo¢opra ,Elrvula Griff.;
X440.

Sordaria
X440.

pilosa

Wint.; ascus,
ascus,

spores,

Sporormia am.bigua Niessl.;
approx. X440.
Sporormia australis

approx X440.

Speg.;

X215; spores,

approx. X215; spore,

approx.
approx.

Moulton; ascus,

approx.

spprox.

X440.

X215; spores,

approx.

approx.

X215; spores,

ascus,

approx.

X215; spores,

ascua,

approx.

X215; spores,

approx.

Sporormia americana Griff.;
ascus, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.
9. SEorormia intermedia Auersw.; ascus, approx. X2l5; spores,
approx. X440.
10. Spororm&a kansensis Griff.;
a.sous, approx. X215; a.pores,
approx. X440.
11. Sporormia leporina. Niessl.;
a.sous, approx. X2l5; spores,
approx. X440.
12. S2orormia longispora Cain; asous, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.
13. S2orormia minima Auersw.; aseus, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.
14. Sporormia octomera Auersw.; ascus, approx. X2l5J spores
approx. X440.
15. Sp~rormia pulohella Hansen; aseus, approx. X215; spores
approx. X440.
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PLATE IV

I-

I

\,

4

PLATE V

.Fig.

l.

Fig.

2.

Fig.

;.

Fig.

4

Fig.

5

Fig.

6.

Fig"

7

Fig.

8

Fig.

9

Fig.

10

Fig.

11

Fig.

12

Fig.

1,

Fig.

14

Fig.

15

Fig.

16

Fig.

17

Fig. 18
Fig. 19.

Snatormig, m1gaJ;oip9ra Aueraw.; a.sous, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.

Sporormi1 pilgU,
X440.

approx.

Cain; ascus,

X2l5; spores,

approx.

Sporgr;mig. ye:x:;a.n,1
Auersw.; a.scus, approx. X2l5; a.pores,
approx. X440
ZYgg§~itmtllg setosa Cain; ascus, approx. X2l5; spores,
approx. X440

a.sous, approx.

A@PQROlU§
G&ugidYO
Sohrot.;
approx. X440.
Ascobolus

&laber Pers.;

X440.

ascus,

Ascobolua immeraua Pera.;
approx, X440.
Ascobolus strecorarius
spores, approx. X440.
Ascobolus
X440.

•R• #

approx.

l; asous,

approx.

X215; spores,

approx. X215; spores,

ascus,

(Bull.)

X215; spores,

Sohrot.;

aecus,

approx.

approx. X2l5; spores,

X2l5;

approx.

4_f!co;ehanyeare£epteus (Curr.) Boud.; ascus, approx. X215;
spores, approx. X440.
AscoEhanus aurora (Crouan) Boud.; ascus, approx. X2l5; spores,
approx. X440.
!S,co;ehanus brunneus Kanouse; a.scus, approx. X215; spores,
approx. X440.
Ascophanus carneus (Pers.) Boud.; asous, approx. X2l5; spores,
approx.

r,'41).

Ascophanus cervarius
(Phill.)
spores, approx. X440.

~scoEh~n~s cesatii
(Carest)
spores, approx X440.

Boud.; asous,
Sacc.;

asous,

Aaco;ehanus cinereus (Crouan) Boud.; ascus,
spores• approx. X440.

approx.
approx.

X215;

X215;

approx .• X215;

glaucellus
Rehm.; ascus, approx. X215; sporesJ
X440.
Ascophan~s $ranuliformis
(Crouan) Boud.; ascus, approx. X215;
spores, approx. X440.

Asco~hanus

approx.

Ascophanus holmskjold11
approx. X440.

Hansen; ascus,

91

approx.

X215; spores,

\
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Fig.

l.

Fig.

2.

Fig.

_!scoEhanus lacteus (Cooke & Phill.)
.;(~~15; spores, approx. X440.

Asco;ghanus micros12orous (Crouan) Phill.;
spores, approx. X440.

,. llCO~"™

Fig.

4.

Fig.

;.

Fig.

6.

Fig.

7.

Fig.

a.

Fig.

9.

Fig.

10.

Fig.

11.

Fig.

12.

Fig. 13.

Sacc.;

ochraceous
byOres, approx X440.

Boud.; ascus,

Cheilymenia pulcherrirn~
approx. X440.

Cheillmenia stercorea
approx. X440.

Lasiobolus
X440.

s~,

Boud.;

(Mull.)

eporee approx, X440.

t ~; asous,

Peziza fimeti (Fuokel)
approx. X440,

X215; spores,

approx.

approx X215; spores,

approx.

X215; spores,

aseus,

Bull.;

X440.

aseue,

approx.

approx.

ascus,
approx.

14.

Rb.N.;e~rqbiusl!E• fl;

Fig.

15,

Fig.

16.

!!9cobolus ~:pauoeratus
(Berk.
X215; spore, approx. X440.

Fig.

17.

Fig.

18.

Fig.

19.

X440.

aseus,

approx.
&

Seaver;

Saccobolus globu~iferous
approx. X440.

Sa.ccobolus

sp. If_!; a.sous,

Saccobolue .1!2•

X440,

2; ascus,
93

appros.

X215; spores,
X2l5;

X215; sporest
aseus,

X215; spore,

Br.) Phill.;
ascus,

approx.

approx.
approx.

ascus,

approx.

Saccobolus kerverni (Crouan) Boud.; ascus,
spores, approx. X440.

X440.

X215;

approx.

~hlRarobius secd~cimsao~~u~ (Crouan) Saco.;
X215; spores, approx. X440.

Fig.

X215;

X215; spores,

ascust

ex. Fries;

X2l5;

X215; spores,

approx.

ascus,

approx.

Karst.;

Seaver;

Peziza ~ranulate Bull.
epores, approx. X440.

Peziza. vesieulosa

ascus,

Boud.;

approx •

approx.

approx.

Boud.; ascus,

Cheilymenia theleboides
approx X440.
equinus

ascus,

(Crouan) Boud.; ascus,

pheilymenia coprinaria
approx. X440.

Lasiobolus

ascus,

approx.

X215; spores,

approx,

X215;

approx.

X215; spores,

approx.

approx.

X2l5; spores,

approx.
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ABSTRACT
Specimens of animal dung were collected

from various

areas

of

the state of Utah. These were cultured by placing a few small pieces
in a culture dish over moistened sphagnum moss and filter
paper.
The

cultures

were observed

periodically

and specimens

they matured upon the substratum.
fifteen

A total

genera

of eighty-four

species

Of these,

are reported.

ly been described.
Included

Plectascales
Sphaeriales
follows,

copra,

thirteen

Pezizales

is one species,

of the Series

of the Series

two species;
species;

as follows:

of the Series
Ascobolus,

species;

Saccobolus,
time.

Date

five

Pyrenomyceteae

Cited

species;

La$iobolus,
species,

and

from the order

from the order

are reported
including

Cheil~menia,

two species,

species

nine species;

two unnamed species;

species,

orders

have not previous,.

are forty-nine

Delitschia,

Discomyeeteae
five

three

erostrata,

and Zzgosperm.ella, one species.

Asco12.,ha.nqa,thirteen
three

Plectomyceteae.

Pleouhragmia,

as

nine species

Tripterospo~~

two species;

Coniochaeta,

representing

were studied

as

l!lE.!2-

Sordaria,

From the order
thirty-four

species

one unnamed species;

four species;

Peziza,

one unnamed species;

two of which are reported

and

for the first

